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See Bill/or Maureen Stonier " .' 
240 - 1070 West Broadway, Vancouver, BC 

. Telephone: 732-7833- ' V r 

Winter Hours: 
Mont/av to Friday 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p-m 

/Saturday 10:^0a.m..to 4:00 p m 
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Remember... 
All new investments* made to your daily interest Co-op Bonus 

| Account from 

f 
J a n u a r y 1 s t — February 5 t h 3 1 9 8 3 

will earn you interest from Jan.rf, provided the funds remain in 
your Co-op Bonus Account at least 21 days from the date'of 
investment. ; / 

//•''' 

*New investments are defined as funds not previously invested in 
any Co-op account. 

A n y W a y Y o u S l i c e S t , 

I t ' s A B o n u s ! 

Offices in: 
• Vancouver 2110 W. 43rd Avenue, 
Vancouver. B.C. V6M4H5 
Tel 261-5177 
• Victoria 3960 Quadra Street. 
Victoria. B.C. V8X 4A3 
Tel 479-9302 
• Nanaimo 777 Poplar Street, 
Nanaimo, B.C. V9S 2H7 
Tel 753-3402 ^r,/? •' 

, * Kolowno 1521 Sutherland Avenue, 
"Kelowna. B.C. V1Y 5Y7 Tel. 860-3587 
• Princ* Qaorge 130-1460 6lh Ave.. 
Prince George. B.C. V2L 3N2 
Tel. 562-7213 

Offices also in Edmonton, Calgary and 
Winnipeg. '... t ; 

R H TEACHERS' 
MS - i IN VESTMENT 

\ j A f y O H O U S S I M G 
X^A CO-OPERATIVE 
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(Registered Retirement Income Fund) 

Has the time come for you to convert 
your RRSP to retirement income? (If 
you will turn 71 this year, you must 
convert your Plan before Dec. 31.) 

Discover the difference in rates, flex
ibility and personal service with a 
Discovery Trust RRIF. 

Personal service 
Maximum service to our clients is 
the bottom line at Discovery Trust. 
Let our qualified staff give you all the 
information about our RRIF. 

Send in the coupon for information 
or contact us directly. 

Features: 
• 2 investment programs 

(self-directed or 
managed) 

• low fees 

• higher income in later 
years 

• built-in inflation pro
tection 

a m 

DISCOVERY 
TRUST 
COMPANY 

Yes, I'm going to be turning 71 this year, 
please rush me complete Information 
about the Discovery Trust RRIF. 

5909 West Boulevard, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3X1 
Telephone (604) 263-2371 

396*0 Quadra Street, 
Victoria; B.C. V8X 4A3 I-
Telephone (604)479-5754 
A subsidiary of Teachers'lnveslment and Kbusina Cooperative 

, Name 

n Address 
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PHOTO CREDITS 
CFT Link — p. 86; Ron Denman — pp. 80, 82; 
David Hopkins — pp. 61, 62; Linda Ironside — 
front cover, pp. 53 (top), 56-59; Ralph Maurer— 
p. 83; Michael Shellboum — p. 86; Vancouver 
Public Library — pp. 84, 85. 

"i^N 0005-2957 

Affiliated with the Canadian Teachers' Federation 

54 From Our Readers 
56 leaching in China 

Linda Ironside/Imagine living and teaching in China! This B.C. teacher did just that 
for two and a half unforgettable years. 

60 We Shall Miss Thesa Teachers 
61 Doing Research in Your Classroom Will Make You a Better 

Teacher 
Dcvid Hopkins/Throw away your preconceptions about stuffy, academic research. 
Here is an easy, practical, productive way of doing research as you teach. 

64 Try Tutoring— It Really Works 
Dawn Jmnieson/Armstrong has found that using secondary students to tutor 
elementary pupils helps both. 

67 Exploring Sexuality in the Classroom 
Sexuality is as complex a matter as any other human characteristic. Either we deal 
with sex education or we deal with an epidemic of confusion beyond our control. 

68 Teacher, Will You Listen? 
Lorie Robinson and Lloy Falconer/Every teacher has a moral and legal 
obligation to report cases of sexual abuse. Here are suggestions for dealing with 
children who have been abused sexually. 

72 Project Overseas: A Summer Love Story 
Is Project Overseas worth while? The answer from this 1982 participant in Ghana is an 
enthusiastic yes. 

74 What We Need in Pensions 
Bruce C. Watson/I he BCTPs submission to the provincial government's task force 
on pensions policy. 

76 Fortifying the Barricades 
Claudio Violato/Downplaying academic studies in our colleges would be a 
backward step. 

78 Education: In Search of a Purpose 
Rose Regan/General education Is fine, but people also need an education that will 
help them earn a living. 

80 Stress on Schools + Stress on Families = Stress on Kids 
Nancy S. Jackson/Fewer and fewer families in these hard times can keep pace with 
what the schools require of them. Inevitably, children are the losers. 

84 Nuclear War — as a Teaching Subject 
Jack Boulogne/Nuclear war is the greatest threat ever faced by humankind, yet the 
topic is seldom raised in classrooms. We must change that. 

87 A Matter of Opinion/Socializing Girls for Failure 
Jo-Aria H*nnah 

90 New Books 
Grace Funk 

94 Snapshots/The Myth bit Education 

Geoff Hargreaves 

COVER STORY 
The young ladies on our cover, wearing their colorful traditional dress, are of b -i Yi minority people in 
Kunming, China. Our lead article describes some of the experiences a B.C. teacher had in teaching in 
China for two and a half years. * 
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WELL DONE, MIKE 

©Dr. Zlotnik's article in your September-
October issue was RIGHT ON! 

It's enough to inspire one to run for public 
office. 

I am increasingly coming to the conclu
sion that: 

e People do not truly understand the long 
history of the fight for equality and justice 
for all, or how precarious are the gains we 
have made. 

• Better to screw up royally, trying for 
ideals that may falter on the shoal of human 
nature than to admit defeat before you 
start. 

J'Anne Greenwood, 
Vancouver 

ARMS COST REAL PROBLEM 

©The September-October issue did a fine 
job of focussing on the effects that educa
tion cutbacks will have on students, 
teachers and the education system. Behind 
the effects of the financial cutbacks is a 
complex network of causes that deserve 

consideration, as we work to restore sane 
social priorities. 

How the present government allocates 
the money it does have may be questioned, 
but the basic shortage of funds and the 
difficulties of the provincial economy are 
real. As a resource-based economy, B.C. is 
heavily dependent upon world markets for 
primary resources. Our forest Industry, for 
example is closely linked to the construction 
industry in the United States, currently 
slowed down by high interest and mortgage 
rates. Interest rates — the cost of borrowing 
— respond like other prices to the pressure 
of demand, and U.S. interest rates have 
been kept high by the federal government's 
need to borrow huge sums. Why is the U.S. 
Government borrowing such large 
amounts? To finance the largest peacetime 
military buildup in U.S. history. 

Recent strong public disarmament efforts 
are a direct response to the trillion dollar 
increase in military spending sought by the 
Reagan administration. This massive in
crease in spending for arms has under
scored the trade-off between military 
spending and social programs. If you ex

amine the growth in productivity of the 
industrial nations over the last 10 years 
there is a perfect negative correlation be
tween grow(h and military expenditure: 
Japan and West Germany, with minimal 
investment in the military, have grown the 
most, while those with the highest invest
ment in the military have the least growth 
and highest inflation. The military establish
ment is being exposed as a parasite, taking 
nourishment from and weakening the host. 
The world's governments are- r.ow spend
ing one million dollars a minute on "secu
rity" and "defence." Massive military ex
pansion is directly linked to cutbacks in 
education and other social programs. Basi
cally, British Columbia is experiencing the 
economic impact of the arms vace. 

If you would like more information on the 
economic, social or medical implications of 
so-called "defence" spending, or would like 
to join in the efforts of other teachers to end 
the arms race, write to: Teachers for Peace 
Action, 2736 W. 42nd Ave., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6N3G5. 

Lois Barber 
President, Teachers for Peace Action 

Travel with UBC 
in 1383/4 

Educational and Economical 
Travel/Study Experiences 

ET 3046-383 
Uvlng and Learning In Scandinavia, Dr. Steen Esbensen, July 
1983 '-
ET 3062-383 
Japan: Education In the Early Years, Dr. Hannah Polowy, 
August 1983 
ET 3049-383 
Higher Education In Germany, Austria and Switzerland, Dr. 
Stephen Foster, July 1983 ''••/. 
ET 3044-384 
Kenya: Land and People—Culture, and Education, Barbara 
Matlru, July 1984 
ET 3053-383 
Scottish Heritage, faculty of Unlvorsltles of Edinburgh and 
Glasgow, August 1933 

The Ukraine, Oi.Hannah Polowy, May 1983; Hungary. Dr. 
Marg Csapo, June 1983; People's Republic of China, Mr. 
Ken Woodsworth, October 1983. 

•for details on these and other educational 
travel offerings contact the. Centre for 

: Continuing Education. The University of British 
- Columbia,- 6997 lona Drive, Vancouver, B.C 
V6T 2A4 or phone 228-2181 or 2284811. •••• 

Centre for Continuing Education 

GO SKIING 

# Introduce your students to a 
healthy, lifetime sport.is 

£ Get a fresh outlook on 
learning, 

tf School group rates are 
low! (About 30% cheaper 
than regular prices) 

r't Complimentary .!;?! tickets 
lessons and equipirten1;' 
for teacher/sL'C'sn'isu;?,. 

For further Information 
call Mount Seymour 
Ski School 
929-2311 

MEMBER CANADIAN PROFESSIONAL SKI SCHOOLS ASSOC. 
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Mr. B.C. Teacher 
1234 Main Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Dear Bill: 
Just wanted to let you 
called '* § S |«ff!g|^ 

>ear i_>m. 
lust wanted to let you J. 

Many of our members are already enjoying the benefits of CREDITLINE. 

Under today's, economy it is a comfort to know that you can get cash through 

creditline whenever needed. 
CREDITLINE is an approved line of credit. Depending upon the amount 

1 required, collateral security may be necessary. This can be in the form of a first 
I or second mortgage on real estate, a chattle mortgage on autos and of course 
I Canada Savings Bonds, Term Deposits and other types of approved coWateral. 
B^ASK US ABOUT IT NEXT TIME YOU'RE IN THE BRANCH. 

CREDITLINE is operated through your chequing account; you simply write 
cheques or make personal withdrawals for any amount up to your authorized 
limit. And the original loan approval is all you need. 
Bill, we're delighted with our'new service and we know you w\\\ be too. 
Ask about it next time you're in the branch. Loans officers responsible for 
CREDITLINE are Wsted below. 
. Sincerely yours, 

,-:57«c»^?B
! ,

c.vsz 

Telephone: 

•few* V m * ™ , 595 

Vsncouuef,» — 

Suttey. B ' C-
V5G3S8 ^ . 5 l 0 6 
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Imagine living and teaching in China! 
LINDA IRONSIDE 

©Ask teachers here how they like their job 
and many will reply, '""Well, the bureau
cracy's a-pairi. but the teaching itself is 
good," or "The administrators don't know a 
ruler from a doorknob, but the kids ars 
fun!" 

Teaching in the Foreign Language De
partment of Zhongshan University in 
Guangzhou (Canton) was a bit like that. On 
the whole it was not a happy plzie, the 
leadership admittedly weak, any sign of 
co-ordination, planning and co-operation a 

•rare delight. But Moved teaching there. 
•'There were difficulties arising very pre-

••• dictably from the context —• foreign teacher 
• in a traditionally xenophobic country. And 
.•; the more specific ones relating to the prob
lems of this particular department/The joys 
were those of a teacher anywhere who likes 
the work, who can observe learning taking 
place. 

The department was split' into • many 
' camps: .the older professors versus the 
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younger, more independent teachers with 
new ideas to try out; those with a back
ground and interest in linguistics versus the 
liteiature buffs; party members and non-
members, including political agnostics; 
"gong-nong-bing" (those university gradu
ates who entered college without academic 
requirements during the Cultural Revolu
tion, often on the basis of political ideology ' 
or personal favor) versus just about every: 

body, those who studied abroad and were 
as eager for change as they were suspect of 
the sin of pride versus those who we»e 
purely homegrown: returned Overseas 
Chinese versus those whose families had 
never left. (_'\ 

On top of these were the usual personal
ity clashes. Add to that who knows how 
many unspoken ghosts of the past, the scars 
of the Cultural Revolution; and the picture 
is one of confusion, frustration and unspent 
potential. 

Being a "key university," a designation 

by the Education Ministry, lent a certain 
pressure to the stew. Despite the lack of 
harmony and drive, we had to produce 
students whcj "'ould look good beside those 
from other^ - '.'tutions, especially the 
Guangzhou'1 Foreign Language Institute, a 
real thorn in the side of the Department 
since the 60s,>when books and teachers 
were absconded with, leaving our once 
proud department weakened. - ,, 

The chaos that was the Cultural Revolu
tion left the entire education system in a 
mess; the road back to solid programs and 
identified standards is a long and arduous 
one. There were no teaching syllabuses," no 
clear goals, no course outlines. Each for
eigner who came developed his or her 
courses as he or she saw fit. 

In two and â half years I attended and. 
participated in only two department meet
ings.- although there was always a lot of 
discussion of an informal nature, usually in 
twos.tln terms of sequential programming,. 
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This B.C. teacher did just that 
for two and a half unforgettable years. 
this was chaos. Every semester was a brand 
new start. But it gave me free rein in the 
classroom, allowed me to pick materials 
and plan the course as 1 wanted — that is, 
the Methodology, Composition and Speak
ing courses, whereas in Reading there was a 
basic text to follow. The Methods and 
Composition I knew something about and 
came up with a decent package; the Speak
ing I didn't, and didn't. I worked with a 
Chinese teacher, in the Reading course, 
preparing classes together, of which each of 
us took one. This gave me a chance to learn 
the Chinese perspective on the material 
and program, testing and grading. 

It was not always easy to work in this 
environment as a foreigner. My "gao bizi" 
(big nose) was akin to the scarlet letter — a 
brand; I was an outsider. After a year of 
hard work, I made the mistake of thinking!: 
was a colleague, and spoke frankly on 
issues and problems J saw. Mistake. My 
words were not just another view, another 
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opinion. They were from a foreigner. Tanta
mount to an act of aggression. 

All conflicts involving my students were 
particularly tense, since they included the 
daughters of the head and the vice-head, 
who did not always see eye to eye! When I 
complained to Chinese friends that I did not 
know what was going on in the department, 
that I was not treated as a colleague,'ihey 
assured me, "Neither do we!" It is true; 
each teacher worked in his or her own 
individual area, with little time for or know
ledge of the plan arid work of the depart
ment as a whole. 

It is no surprise to anyone, I'm sure, that 
problems arise when a person of one 
culture attempts to teach people of another. 
But that problem is compounded because •'. 
our very way of dealing with problems is so 
different. The Chinese generally avoid con
frontation and try to preserve at least the 
semblance of harmony. While I, a well-
trained Westerner, was anxious to "lay it all 

on the table," "have it out," "take the bull 
by the horns." The very words sound even 
to me harsh, aggressive, offensive in a 
Chinese context. 

So, problems, conflicts were never dis
cussed openly, even those of which the 
chock waves were noticeable for monthŝ  
What I know about it, about'what I did 
wrong or" am -supposed to have done, 
comes only from gossip, the main source of 
communication in all matters, a word qui
etly spoken; a hint obscurely given. The 
Chinese don't have such a problem with 
thic; they can read th? signs and understand 
this very sophisticated and discreet system; 
for a Westerner, it was a code that was 
tough to crack. 

The Chinese love to give you "a tall hat," ; 
flatter you, make you feel good; even if they 
don't like you, they show the proper respect 
for your position, "You are such a good 
teacher!" people said to me without any 
knowledge of what I did in the classroom at 



Above: A teaching building on the campus 
of Zhongshan (Sun Yat-Senj University in 
Guangzhou (Canton). Below: Students 
shown exploring an old Buddhist temple on 
a commune near Guangzhou, one of the 
outings on which the students invited the 
author. 

all. This can be highly misleading to highly 
inflatable egos; I would dearly love to 
believe them! 

"We like your class," students said one 
day to a teacher I knew they disliked 
immensely. "Why did you tell him that 
when 1 know you don't mean it at all?" 1 
asked. "To make him feel good; he is a 
foreigner and has come a long way to teach 
us. We could hardly tell him we don't like 
him, could we?" 

Foreigners invariably walked around in a 
state of euphoria, having believed all those 
nice compliments, or in utter confusion, 
knowing this was "kechi hua" (politeness) 
but not knowing what the real truth was. In 
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Above: A demonstration of synchronized calisthenics by students at Zhongda (an 
abbreviation for Zhongshan University). Below: Preparing for a party the author held for her 
students — their first Christmas celebration. Their enthusiasm and generosity dispelled any 
homesickness the author might have felt during her first Christmas in China. 

two and a half years, I was only starting to 
be able to "read" my Chinese colleagues, 
to understand the very subtle language that 
was so often the antithesis of the Western 
approach to conflict and problems. 

Personally, my colleagues treated me 
very well. In 1979 people felt for the first 
time the freedom to have foreigners in their 
homes without asking permission or wash
ing the walls first, which was done during 
the Cultural Revolution. Teachers invited 
me to dinner, went out of their way to make 
sure my Christmas in China was a pleasant 
one, and invited .me to share in their Spring 
Festival. Friends would bring tasty delights 
they madii for me at home, medicines by 

the score when I was ill. They were always, 
without exception, ready to help if 1 needed 
them: an interpreter, a shopping adviser, 
whatever. 

They also felt free to ask me for favors; 
help preparing classes, polishing of transla
tions they were doing. I was one; they were 
many. For a najs-e^enthusiast like myself, 

; • who fairly shouted'irom the rooftops, "I am 
willing to help," the inundation of requests 
was a quick and effective lesson in reality 
therapy. 1 was deemed to be a "friendly 
foreigner." That did away with the need for 
"kechi." 

People were not always polite, some-
rimes not discreet. "Tomorrow is too late." 
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Above: These students are preparing dinner for the "orphans" — 
students who lived too far away to go home to celebrate National Day. 
Below: The dignitaries on the reviewing stand at a sports meet on the 
Campus of Zhongshan University. Pictures of Mao Tse Tung and Hua 
Guo-feng would net adorn such a stand today. 

Above: These nursery school children are entertaining at festivities 
to mark the 55th anniversary of the founding of Zhongshan 
University. Below: These students are checking the inventory of 
books in the library. The books were supplied by foreign teachers 
and friends of those teachers. 

"Is it easy for you to buy French books in 
Canada?" "You should have bought Books 
6 and 7 as well, and what about the answer 
keys?" One even followed his words of 
sympathy for my illness with a request that I 
make a tape for his students, "You must 
take care of your health, you must rest more 
: . . my students want to learn some French 
songs. . . will you . . .?" ' 

But the joys in the classroom more than 
made up for the frustrations in the office. 
Students were eager to learn, serious about 
their studies, diligent in their work. Rela
tions with them were always easier because 
they spoke more frankly. Although I did not 
always sympathize with their complaints, 1 

was one person they felt free to talk to 
frankly about them. Like young people 
here, they loved to complain; they saw lots 
of sins in their faihers they were sure they 
had not inherited. 

They were interested in learning about 
things outside of their own country, and in 
teaching me about China and the Chinese 
culture. We talked of love, marriage, poli
tics, the generation gap. ("My parents don't 
understand me as well as my friends do.") 

They were good learners, too. 1 watched 
with joy as their written English moved from 
turgid, pompous prose to pieces of highly 
enjoyable reading. They are used to taking 
direction from the teacher, and excel in this 

method of learning — I pointed out the 
weaknesses and problems, and they set 
about correcting them. They were good at 
memorizing, had amazing memories, leav
ing me feeling quite addle-brained many 
times. 

Their education, for most of them during 
the Cultural Revolution, provided only a 
narrow field of knowledge, and little in the 
way of the skills of analysis and problem-
solving, but their minds were bright, alert, 
receptive. We had conflicts too, of course; 
my methods and my culture often (i.ollided 
with what they were used to. But these 
seemed to resolve themselves, as we talked 
and learned together. 
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The intelligentsia in China has been 
ca'led a caste rather than a group represent
ing a certain approach to life. The profes
sional staff in our department fell into four 
classes: professor, assistant prof., lecturer, 
assistant teacher. Except for the professors, 
few seemed involved in research, writing, 
intellectual activity. Their lives revolved 
around preparing classes from the course 
book, and their family. Some did translation 
or taught night school for extra money. 
Some of our teachers had been Russian 
specialists in the 50s, and had real difficulty 
with the English they were now asked to 
teach. 

Some did not know how to use an 
encyclopedia; some had never been in the 
main library of the university, which housed 
quite a decent English reference section. 
They taught the textbooks assigned and 
asked questions pertaining to th?.t. Few 
attended the optional lectures given on 
Wednesday afternoons in English, by Chi
nese and foreign visitors to the campus. 

But two years brought a lot of change: 
teachers coming back from study abroad 
new materials from the West introduced 
increasing pressure to modernize the teach 
ing methods, to be aware of current linguis
tic theory; more teachers being sent for 
further training in China and abroad. 

With increased influence from the West, 
students too are changing — the new 
students are very young (17 *), interested in 
clothes and dancing; the department wor
ries about standards and discipline. There 
are cases of truancy, and even failure. It was 
in 1982 quite a different place from the one I 
first went to in 1979. 

The times, they are a-changin.O 

Linda Ironside has recently returned from China, and is 
attending vimon Fraser University. Before teaching In 
China she was the modem languages consultant in 
Prince George. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

•The best issues for classified ads for 
the summer season {holiday or summer 
session accommodation, for example) 
are the January-February and March-
April issues. 

The deadlines for those issues will 
be December 31 and February 25 
respectively.' 
' Classified ads cost $3.30 a line, mini

mum charge three lines. BCTF mem
bers receive a one:third discount O 
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WE SHALL MISS THESE TEACHERS 
In-Service 
Elva J. Hamilton 
Maria Orla Harrison 
Helen Janette Mayers 

Retired 
George Apps 
Alice A. Bryans (Wilkes) 
Ellen V. G. Cameron (Lewis) 
Donald W.Cook 
William Franklin 
Phyllis L. Hastie (Plant) 
Ruth Hewitt 
James B.Hill 
Ida E. Hodgkins [Zenk)U 
J. Gordon Keenan 
Mary Mazier a 

Nina C. Reichelt (Brown) 
Rossie Shannon 
Margaret Slater (Whitworth) 
Jonathan Tribe •1 

Suzanne Jackson Webber 

Last Taught In 
Burnaby 
Langley 
Burnaby 

Last Taught In 
Courtenay 
Courtenay 
Golden 
Abbotsford 
Vancouver 
Vancouver-
Vancouver 
Victoria 
Vancouver 
Alberni 
Surrey 
Williams Lake 
Albemi 
Sechelt 
Penticton 
Vancouver 

Died 
July 29,1982 
October 2,1982 
October 8,1982 

Died 
September 2,1982 
September 26,1982 
June 22,1982 
August 17,1982 
July 26,1982 
October 1,1982 
August 5,1982 
August 10,1982 
August 22,1982 
August 18,1982 
May 13,1982 
September, 10,1982 
August 24,1982 
July 5,1982 
August 22,1982 
July 21, 1982. 
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throw away your precon
ceptions about stuffy 
academic research. Here 
is an easy, practical, pro
ductive way of doing re
search as you teach. 
DAVID HOPKINS 

® Jane was a teacher who took my Analysis 
of Teaching course. As part of the require
ments for that course she made a videotape 
of herself experimenting with various 
models of teaching. After reviewing the 
video, Jane felt that she had been rather 
abrupt in her questioning technique and 
had given the pupils little time to formulate 
responses to her questions. 

suggested to Jane that she explore this 
observation a little further and ascertain 
whether this was a consistent behavior of 
hers or an aberration. She did this by taking 
a further video of her teaching, and by 
asking a colleague to observe her teaching. 

Jane also developed a short question
naire on her questioning techniques, which 
she administered to her pupils and subse
quently analysed. As a result of this en
deavor, Jane realized that she did in fact 
interject very quickly after asking a ques
tion, and quite often answered her own 
question. 

All well and good, Jane thought, but 
what does this mean? Thinking that recent 
research on teaching might help, Jane read 
some back copies of the Education Digest 
and came across an article on "think-time" 
by Linda Gambrell. The article reviewed a 
number of studies on the relationship be

tween the amount of lapse time the teacher 
gave after questioning and the quality of 
student response. According to Gambrell, 
when the think time is increased to five 
seconds or longer (the norm is one second) 
higher level thinking is elicited. 

This information gave Jane her answer, 
she was obviously not allowing her pupils 
enough time to think after she had asked a 
question, to the detriment perhaps of their 
level of cognitive functioning. Using the 
Gambrell article as a source, Jane reviewed 
the major references on "think time," devel
oped a plan to change and monitor her 
questioning technique, and then devised a 
simple experiment to test the hypothesis (at 
least for her and her class) that Gambrell 
had advanced. 

It took Jane some six months to complete 
these tasks (teaching is a time-consuming 
job), but there was no pressure on her to 
complete the study; in fact, the longer time 
allowed for more valid data, and she was 
well pleased with the results. Not only did 
she find evidence of higher level responses 
in her students, but also by involving her 
students in the evaluation of her teaching, 
she found that the climate of her class was 
enhanced by the mutual and overt commit
ment of both teacher and pupils to the 
learning process. 
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This is an excellent example of classroom 
action research in practice. It is also very 
different from what is commonly regarded 
as classroom research. The usual approach 
utilizes coding schedules, outside research
ers, involves the testing of hypotheses, 
relegates the teacher to a passive role, and 
culminates in an academic paper or re
search report. Classroom research as illus
trated in the example, generates hy
potheses about teaching from the 
experience of teaching, and envisages the 
teacher using this research to improve his or 
her own teaching. It is research carried out 
by teachers with the aim of improving 
teaching. 

So when I write of classroom research or 
of the teacher as researcher, 1 am not 
envisioning or. advocating scores of 
teachers assuming a normative research 
role and carrying out research projects lo 
the exclusion of their teaching. My vision is 
of teachers who have extended their role to . 
include critical reflection upon their craft. It 
involves reflecting on their teaching, the 
teaching of their peers and an examination 
and the testing of practical educational 
theory in the classroom. 

Classroom research in this form was 
popularized by the Ford Teaching Project.1 

This research project encouraged teachers 
to develop hypotheses about their teach
ing, which could be shared with other 
teachers and ultimately used tp enhance 
their own teaching. The Ford Teaching 
Project published a large number of 
teacher-researcher case studies, booklets 
on research techniques, organized research 
conferences solely for teachers, and conse
quently gave an enormous boost to the 
teacher-researcher movement. 

CRITERIA FOR RESEARCH 

By this time many of you may be thinking 
that these ideas, although sounding useful, 
are impractical for teachers who do not 
have a research background or just do not 
have extra time to engage in research. Let 
me try to reassure you by listing three 
criteria for classroom research and outlining 

"' some practical ways in which teachers can 
gather and analyse classroom research 
data. 

There are three criteria for teacher-based 
research: 

1. the teacher's primary job is to teach, 
and any research method should not inter
fere with or disrupt the teaching commit
ment; 

2. the method of data collection must 
not be too demanding on the teacher's 
time. As a corollary, the teacher needs to be 
certain about the data collection technique 
before using it; 

Audio tape recording car, lei a teacher hear him or herself teaching a class or assisting an 
individual student, However, it can be time consuming, especially if transaipts are needed. 

3. the methodology employed must be 
reliable enough to allow teachers confi
dently to formulate hypotheses and de
velop strategies applicable to their class
room situations. 

Bearing in mind the first two criteria, let 
me outline some ways of collecting infor
mation about our own teaching. The Ford 
Teaching Project, for example, used five 
methods of data collection: field notes, tape 
recording, pupil diaries, teacher/pupil dis
cussion, and case study. 

Of these five methods I find teacher field 
notes the most useful. Keeping field notes is 
essentially a way of reporting observations 
on, and reflecting about classroom events 
and problems and the teacher's reaction to 
them. They should be written as soon as 
possible after a lesson, and can draw on 
impressionistic jottings made during a les
son. Many teachers 1 know keep a note
book open on their desk or keep a space in 
their daybooks for jotting down notes as the 
lesson and the day progresses. Keeping a 
record in this way is not very time consum
ing and provides surprisingly frank informa
tion. 

Tape recording can be very time con
suming unless the method is used judi
ciously. The Ford Teaching Project teachers 

-and staff were very enthusiastic over this 
method, but they had secretarial support 
for making transcripts. Most teachers do not 
have this support, and for that reason I 
advise against it as a broac*;'spectrum 
diagnostic tool. It is, however, excellent for 
those situations where teachers require a 
very specific and accurate record of a~" 
limited aspect of their teaching. 

Another common practice in many 

school districts is for pupils to keep a daily 
log. Once the pupils have been taken into 
the teacher's confidence and are aware of 
ihe teacher's concern to research his or her 
teaching, these diaries are an excellent way 
of obtaining honest feedback.(particularly 
when the pupils retain the right to decide 
whether or not the teacher has access to th« . 
diary). This is also a quick way of obtaining 
information, because teachers normally 
check pupil diaries as a matter of course. 

Information obtained from diaries can 
also act as a starting point for teacher-pupil 
discussion, particularly if the student notes 
any particularly discrepant event or feeling 
in his or her journal. Because individual 
discussions are very time consuming, it may 
be more profitable to devote that time to 
general classroom meetings, and talk indi
vidually with pupils (for research purposes) 
only when specific instances warrant it. On 
the other hand, pupil-pupil interviews can 
provide rich sources of data, particularly if 
the pupil interviewer keeps to an interview 
schedule prepared by the teacher. It is a 
good idea to tape record these individual 
discussions or interviews for future refer
ence, particularly if the encounters are 
relatively short. 

The case study has limited utility for the 
typical teacher researcher. The Ford Project 
required material of this type for research 
purposes. Some teachers may want to 
produce case studies for a course they are 
taking or as part of research toward a higher 
degree. These situations apart, it is unlikely 
that teachers would devote time every term 
to providing a case report of their teachelv 
researcher efforts. jl '> 

In addition to the methods used by the • 
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FotdTeaching Project, I have found thai !he 
video recorder, questionnaires, and partici
pant observation produce much valuable 
information. Ii has been the experience ol 
tin: teachers 1 have worked with that the 
video recorder is probably the most useful 
"wide lens" method we have available. 

It allows the teacher quickly to observe 
many facets of his o- her teaching, and 
provides heuristic and accurate information 
for diagnosis. Later, the teacher may want 
to use a different method to examine 
specific aspects of his or her teaching that he 
or she becomes aware of through using the 
video. Moreover, many of the teacher 
researchers 1 know use the video on an 
intermittent but regular basis to enable 
them to keep in touch with their teaching. 

Questionnaires provide a very quick and 
simple way of obtaining bv^ad and rich 
information from pupils. It is important, 
particularly in the primary grades, to be 

The teacher's 
primary Job is to 

teach 

relatively unsophisticated in the structuring 
of the questions. I suggest condensing the 
usual Likert scale to two or three responses, 
using a Snoopy figure or a happy/sad face 
for the criteria, keeping the questions sim
ple, and using the "what did you like best," 
"what did you like least," "what would you 
do differently" type of open-ended ques
tion. 

A participant observer provides the 
teacher-researcher with the most flexible 
source of data and also a means of support. 
I try to encourage teachers to engage in 
classroom research in pairs or small groups 
for a number of reasons. Among them is the 
emotional support they gain from each 
other, particularly because this activity is 
initially threatening. It is now fairly well 
established that teachers learn best from 
other teachers, and take criticism most 
easily from this source. 

It is idea! if teachers can act as participant 
observers for each other, for this mutual 

exchange of roles quickly breaks down 
barriers that would be monolithic to out
siders. The participant observer can also 
play any number of differing roles. He or 
she can observe a lesson in general, focus 
on specific aspects or talk to students all 
during one observation period. 

Finally, a word about criterion three — 
how to analyse in a credible way the data 
you have gathered about your own teach
ing. In the example, Jane went through a 
number of steps in her research project, and 
because these stages reflect established 
research methods in sociology we can have 
some confidence that the results are reliable 
enough to allow generalization. The steps 
are; 
o collect data: 
® establish categories' 
9 verify the integrity of categories: 
* relate categories to theory; 
e design action plan; 
»implement plan; 
o review. 

Jane initially collected data by videotap
ing her teaching. She then categorized this 
information, and tentatively concluded that 
she exhibited poor question management. 
Having established the category, she then 
verified it by using some of the methods I 
have just described. She also took care to 

"triangulate" her data, that is, to gather 
information from sources other than herself 
— pupils and a colleague, for example — to 
ensure that her own perceptions were au
thentic. 

Having verified that she did interrupt ;oo 
quickly, Jane had to find out what this 
behavior implied. She did this by referring 
to the literature on teaching, and was then 
in a position to change her questioning 
technique, the implementation of which 
she also researched and monitored. 

I am not suggesting that teachers should 
always be researching their teaching: there 
is neither the time nor the energy. But I do 
want to encourage a critical, reflective and 
self-conscious approach to teaching, and 
doing research in your own classroom is 
one way of achieving this.O 

i . The Ford Teaching Project 1972-75 (Director John 
Elliot) involved 40 primary, intermediate and high-
school teachers aspiring to Inquiry-Discovery 
methods of teaching in examining their own class
room practice through action research. Further infor
mation about the project, and their list of publications 
can be obtained from, Classroom Action Research 
Network, Cambridge Institute of Education, Shaftes
bury Road, Cambridge. C B 2 2B4. Great Britain. 

Dr. David Hopkins is a member of Simon Fraser 
University's Faculty of Education. 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
The Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University, invites 

application from experienced teachers for the position: 
F A C U L T Y ASSOCIATE FOR THE 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT P R O G R A M (PDP) 
THE POSITION: 
Faculty Associates work closely in supervising student teachers during their school place
ment for classroom practice. They assist Faculty members in instructional components of 
PDP, and provide liaison between the Faculty and the school system. Faculty Associates 
may have the opportunity to travel as the program is also offered at several regional centres 
in British Columbia. Preference will be given to applicants who are prepared to undertake 
some travel as part of their job responsibilities. 

THE TERM: 
The Faculty Associate appointment is an 8Vi month appointment commencing mid-August. 
The normal method of appointment is by secondment from a School District. The majority 
of appointments will be finalized by March 31, so that a leave of absence from a School 
District may be arranged. The Faculty encourages applications from candidates interested 
in part-time Faculty Associate appointments combined with graduate study. A limited 
number of such appointments may be made. 

CRITERIA: 
The selection will be highly competitive. The following criteria will be considered: 
• usually five years' successful teaching experience in a public school system 
• curriculum and instructional needs of PDP 
• secondment approval from school district 
• previous successful School Associate experience 
• work experience with adult learners 

TO APPLY: 
All correspondence, requests for application form and information packages should be 
addressed to: Mrs. Renate Doege, Program Assistant, Professional Programs 

Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University 
Burnaby, British Columbia V5A 1S6 
Telephone: 291-4338 

.Preference will be given to applicants eligible for employment in 
Canada at the time of application. Completed applications, together 
with supporting documents, should be received by the Faculty of 
Education no later than December 15, 1982. 

SFU. 
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Armstrong has found that using secondary students 
to tutor elementary pupils helps both. 

DAWN JAMIESON 

©Three years ago a Grade 5 boy was 
referred to my Learning Assistance Centre. 
His classroom teacher said he had minor 
math and major social problems. 

For the next seven months Dominic 
"helped" me work with a Grade 3 remediai 
math group. Once a routine was es
tablished he attended faithfully, unobtru
sively leaving his class and always letting me 
know if he could not make it. At the end of 
the school year Dominic received the award 
as the most improved Grade 5 pupil in the 
district. 

And with this small experiment began my 
interest in cross-age tutoring. 

During the past two school years. 1 set up 
and supervised a tutoring program between 
Pleasant Valley Secondary School and 
Armstrong Elementary School. Pupils from 
Grade 10 and 12 classes worked with pupils 
from Grade 2 and 3 classes on a structured 
reading program. 

My interest in the topic led me into study 
of tutoring programs offered in other areas. 
Generally tire research shows that most of 
the documentation of tutorial programs has 
been done in the United States. 

YTY (Youth Tutoring Youth) program in 
Newark and Philadelphia was founded by 
the federal government through the Youth 
Corps and established a format for most 
U.S. "programs. In New York "Each One 
Teach One" operated in the ghettos with 
some interesting side effects. A "Caring 
Relationship" program in Chicago also do
cumented the benefits of tutoring. Study of 
research generally showed no adverse ef
fects of tutoring programs, but many posi
tive and often unexpected benefits did 
occur for both tutors and tutees. 
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T H E A R M S T R O N G P R O G R A M 
The A" mstrong Flenientary S tbno! .'is-

rolls alx ut 450 children in tirades K to 3 
The reading program of tht» school places a 
strong emphasis on both analytic ?.nd syn
thetic phonics instruction. By Ihe Grade 3 
ieve'l we often find many chlklieu wln.'i have 
good basic decoding skills but still need n lot 
of practice in using these skills to obtain a 
satisfactory rate and fluency level. They 
need to read. 

To give the children an opportunity to 
practise their reading in a one-to-one. con
trolled situation the Learning Assistance 
Centre set up a tutored reading program, 
pairing secondary students with the ele
mentary students. 

The tutors came from a special education 
class and two different English classes at the 
school. The students from the English 
classes received a letter grade as part of 
their English mark for participation. Over 
the first year J 8 tutors and an equal number 
of tutees were involved but the numbers 
and people involved changed as a conse
quence of changes in enrolment. A core 
group of six remained unchanged and this 
is the group on which the best records were 
kept. It is also the group that showed the 
most tangible improvment. 

The tutees were Grade 2s ant! 3s in the 
bottom reading groups in three different 
classes. All were receiving learning assis
tance in areas other than the tutored read
ing program. 

Tutors were trained in a very specific 
method of reading practice based on a 
combination of an impress and a modelling 
system. Briefly, the method involves the 
tutor's reading the material, the tutor's and 
tutee's reading the material together, a 
vocabulary check, and the tutee's reading 
the material alone. If fewer than two errors 
are made, the pair continues to the next 
block of material to be read. After a few 
months, when the tutors are ready, com
prehension questioning is added to the 
program. 

The first task of each session is the 
recording of reading rata (in words per 
minute) on material that has been pre
viously read and on new material. A record 
of hard words is kept on the bookmark. 
They fire practised each session and 
crossed off when the tutor fcels mastery has 
been'obtained. 

The Wide Range Achievement Test was 
used in September. December and June of 
the first year of tire program as a check on 
sight word increase. Records being kept for 
this year are not complete but a comparison 
graph of six students is included (Figure 1) 
to illustrate changes. Because all tutees 
could be classed as problem readers to 
some extent, it would be reasonable to 
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W I D E R A N G E A C H I E V E M E N T TEST SCORES 
1 Sep tember 
2 Juno 

Grade 7 

Grade 6 

Grade 5 

Grade 4 

Grade 3 

Grade 2 

Grade 1 

Dale Jason Jeff Tyler Tim Greg 

The tutoring, fay secondary students produced remarkable results in the performance of the 
elementary pupils. This chart show how six of the pupils improved their results on reading 
achievement tests. 

Close relationships develop between the secondary and elementary students. At the end of 
the school year the "big kids" take the "little kids" to see the secondary school. 
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expect an i l l l l t ' r-'.: ;ji )»•••'. tiinli .1 '.i-'il! 1 lit' 
graph shows tin.; September to . l i m e 

chiintj'" {or six Hi' A ' s T he smallest gain was 
a year and two months. Tin.' t u l i p s were no! 
drilled on these sigh! words. The changes 
were strictly fi result o f their genetallv 
improved reading ability 

As the graph indicates, there was a gain in 
academic areas oi sight word knowledge in 
all cases. Analysts of the graphs kept of 
reading rates for all the tutees show that an 
increase of from 25 to 5f> words per minute 
was seen Most tutees made an increase of 
from 3D to 40 words per minute in their 
reading rate ewer the year. There was a 
general trend toward a crossing of the rate-
lines for rehearsed and unrehearsed read 
ing. 

Indications oi growth in areas other than 
academic are best seen in comments and 
actions of people involved in the program. 

Evaluation sheets showed that there was 
real satisfaction on the part of the tutors 
with the job they were doing. There were 
few absentees; in fact, one of the remedial 
students used to come for the tutoring 
session but then neglect to go on to classes 
at the secondary school. The one ;ime I saw 
any real annoyance on the part of the tutors 
was when a session had to be cancelled 
without notice. 

Real relationships were formed between 

CORRECTION! 
The planned Conference on 
Indian Education S U C C E S S E S 
I N I N D I A N E D U C A T I O N : A 
S H A R I N G has been rescheduled 
from the announced December 
dates to F E B R U A R Y 17-19, 
1983, Sheraton-Landmark Hotel , 
Vancouver, $40. The Conference 
planning committee, comprising 
Native Indian educators and 
representatives of Native Indian 
agencies and teachers and 
consultants from various school 
districts, decided that additional 
planning time was required to 
ensure the best possible program 
of workshops, speakers and panels 
The workshops w i l l demonstrate 
successful models and explore 
issues and problems of develop
ment and implementation. 

Inquiries in writing to: 
Special Projects 
Indian Education Conference 
Centre for Continuing Education 
The University of British Columbia 
5997 lona Drive , Vancouver, B C 
V 6 T 2 A 4 

Centre for 
Continuing Education 

fl 

fay----} j - I 

the tutors and tutees. A few gifts were 
spontaneously exchanged at Christmas. 
Phone calls were made by tuiors when their 
charges were ill. The culmination of the 
program at the end of the first year was 
when the "big kids" took the little ones to 
visit the secondary school. 

David, a tutor from the secondary special 
education class in the first year, showed 
steady improvement all year. You could 
gauge the growth by the way he walked, the 
way he carried his head, the eye contact he 
made. David received the award as the top 
special education student at the end of the 
shool year. 

A Grade 3 teacher, in talking about his 
pupils that had been on the tutoring pro
gram said. "You know, I am really mote 
concerned about my middle group — that 
low group has done so well this year." His 
comments were backed up by a showing of' 
real growth on such measuring instruments 
as Gates-MacGinitie and Ginn 720 mastery 
tests. 

The program has been well received in 
the school. Participation in the second year, 
was even stronger than in the first. In the 
second September, teachers were specifi
cally requesting placement of some of their 
students on the tutoring program. Support 
from the principal is warm and positive. He 
often visits the sessions to talk and make the 
tutors feel welcome in the school. Many 
teachers have commented how nice it is to 
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see teenagers in our school. They are 
impressed with the concentration and nice 
feelings that are evident from observation 
of the tutoring sessions. 

Study of research and experience with 
the Armstrong program supports one indis
putable fact about tutoring programs: they 
are a worth-while and defensible education 
method. 

Careful planning and supervision of pro
grams is essential. Measuring of results is 
difficult but certainly an area that needs 
more consideration and research. Perhaps 
part of the difficulty is that the programs are 
greatly involved in both the effective (cogni
tive) and affective domains. Programs are 
set up to facilitate growth in academic areas 
but the greatest (though largely immeasur
able! gains are seen in the social-emotional 
areas. The tutee is expected to be the prime 
learner in the situation but in fact the tutor 
or teacher maker -Teater gains. 

Two years of experience with this tu
toring program have encouraged me to 
continue to operate and study it. Many 
improvements can be made but tutoring 
programs seem to be a good use of Learn
ing Assistance Time. They enable the learn
ing assistance teacher to reach many more 
children in any given time. The effects of 
good one-to-one learning cannot be dispu
ted© 

Dawn Jamieson is a learning assistance teacher at 
Armstrong Elementary School. 
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Sexuality is as complex a matter as any other human 
characteristic. Either we deal with sex education or we deal 

with an epidemic of confusion beyond our control. 

EDWARD V. BLOOM 

» jliis (iliii Is disgusting Hnroutaging sex 
and shows this behavior as noimal. 

® A miii'1 Made me feel 15 again. Mad 
ijijod meaning to it plus lots of hidden 
meaning. • .which they will pick up without 
h:> Min 1 ̂ *̂ti it said. 

Iiiachers are not Immune to reality. 
Almost daily we are confronted with 

opposing public views — in this case com
ments concerning one family life film, Run
ning My Way. 

"Sex education " to quote education 
minister Bill Vander Zalm, "is nothing new 
in many of the school districts throughout 
the whole of North America as a part of the 
school curriculum." 

According to the minister, "They've had 
it. And in California, they led us by a large 
shot, and they've got more 13-year-old 
pregnancies in California than they have 
anywhere else in the world." 

Gestation facts aside, the position of the 
B.C. education ministry on family life is 
likely to remain what it always has been — 
equivocal. And that despite time spent by 
colleagues in the Curriculum Development 
Branch developing the Family Life Educa
tion Guidebook. 

Local districts must expect no prescrip
tion. Boards face the nettlesome choice of 
setting a district mandate for instruction in 
the face of opposing sincerely held views. 
Some will play for stalemate. For those 
accepting the challenge, a single factor is 
constant. Parents of this province retain the 
right to opt children out of board-prescribed 
programs. In reality our public forms opin
ions hot so much on the adopted curricu
lum as on its perceptions of those who 
instruct the class. 

• h 
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The teacher, then, is in a pivotal position. 
Once the question is put to you — "What 
are your views on sex education?" — it may 
already be too late to decide. Only well 
informed professionals retain the presence 
of mind necessary to survive in an arena 
where to falter is to fall. 

Our defence is the facts. Decide where 
you stand on the issue of exploring sexual
ity in the classroom. Certainly take nothing 
for granted. Enquiry into sex education 
unearths more mythology than the study of 
sex itself. For some people the inclusion of 
human sexuality in the public school curric
ulum conjures up spectres from the temple 
of Venus. 

Critics dismiss the term "family life" as a 
".. . coy euphemism. Why disguise discus
sion of human plumbing, reproduction, 
genital intercourse and who knows what? 
It's a downhill slide to moral degradation!" 

Educators and parents are then hard put 
to encourage reflection on the human de
velopment emphasis of a quality family life 
program. 

Well planned family life courses pay close 
attention, among other things, to enhanc
ing self concept, discussing love, preparing 
the individual for responsible decision
making and contributing to personal knowl
edge when youngsters first seek to under
stand the sexual dimensions of their lives. 

Certainly myths are potent, and numer
ous, but they aie not truths. Is it true, for 
example, that youngsters "know it all" 
anyway, or do so when their bodies are 
ready? Pity the poor child who supposes, 
on hearsay, that popping a pill on Friday 
takes care of her social weekend. 

Research confirms that incremental fam
ily life courses record a deal more success 
than once through the instructional sheep 
dip sometime close to puberty. 

Sexuality is as complex a matter as any 
other evolving human characteristic. Soci
etal changes constantly add to the confu
sion of natural variables. Beginning shortly 
after birth, an erect penis or vaginal lubrica
tion preludes developing male and female 
characteristics, which respond to the shifts 
of human existence until old age. Along the 
way, and especially during puberty and 
adolescence, one universal question is re
peated by each generation — am I normal? 

Systematic family life instruction in the 
school allows peers to address such funda
mental issues from the perspective of 
healthy, informed neutrality. 

A second myth suggests that a little 
sexual knowledge is a dangerous thing: 
more sexual knowledge surely leads to 
disaster. 

The first part of the statement is certain. 
Incomplete knowledge — "street knowl
edge" — which every child acquires despite 
alt, opens up the prospect for experimenta
tion ignorant of consequences. More com
plete appropriate technical knowledge, on 
the other hand, is recognized for what it 
prevents, not what it causes. Youngsters 
with prior knowledge characteristically 
postpone sex until they are more in com
mand of their behavior. 

Youth, do we need reminding, is a period 
of experimentation — knowledge or no. A 
family life education course adopted on the 
assumption that incidents of venereal dis
ease and unwanted pregnancy should rap
idly abate will'be doomed to justifiable 
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criticism. Maybe the long teim prospects 
are good. Meanwhile, in the immediate 
sense, the impact of accident prone experi
mentation is confined to manageable pro
portions for those unhappy individuals bent 
on misfortune in the face of facts. 

Liberated from the inhibitions of unac
ceptable street language and facts based cn 
myth, youngsters feel free to discuss aspects 
of human sexuality which continue to puz
zle or please them. It depends on the adult 
whether the benefit is mutually felt. 

The proven advantages of well planned, 
well taught family life programs are numer
ous. Some benefits are more self-evident 
than others. Based on follow-up research, 
conducted largely in the states, the follow
ing five outcomes may be considered safe 
assumptions: 

• Re*l knowledga increases as a result of 
participation in family life and sex education 
programs. Already mentioned Is the re
placement of street knowledge with techni
cally correct vocabulary and fact. 

• Self-esteem develops through learn
ing. This leads to an Improved ability to 
relate to others. Including peers. The impli
cations of good family life education are 
obvious for reducing both personal and 
social tension. 

• Attitudes toward sexuality become 
positively rather than negatively charged. 
Knowledge replaces Individual fe=ir or em
barrassment 

• There Is a lessening of the emotional 
Impact of exposure to sexually explicit 
materials, 

• Realistic attitudes toward marriage and 
child bearing are enhanced. 

In an Interesting observation on our 
society, Dr. William Masters, of the Masters 
and Johnson Institute, notes that sex con
tinues to be considered less of a natural 
function than, for example, bladder and 
boWel needs. Do we accept the risk and 
challenge of toilet training a child? Cer
tainly, because it makes the youngster fit for 
company. Indeed, one mark of successful 
parenthood in our culture is toilet training a| 
the temple of the W.C. 

A decade later, at the stage of pubescent 
sexual change, youngsters are already well 
along the road lo societal Integration. The 
majority face the world of burgeoning sexu
ality with many facts left to chance. Issues of 
correcting false, information eventually ber 
come ones of when, not how. . 
• As educators we. have a choice. Either we 

opt to deal with the issues of instruction, 
given the chance, or we deal with an 
epidemic, of confusion beyond our 
control. O 

Edward V. Bloom Is responsible (or curriculum develop- • 
ment in the Saanich school distnet 

Sexual abuse is an uncomfortable topic for 
many teachers. Yet every teacher has a 
moral and legal obligation to report cases 
of such abuse. Here are suggestions for 
dealing with children who have been 
abused sexually. 
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LORIE ROBINSON and 
LLOY FALCONER 

J 
J : 

"/ hue you, daddy." 
"/ /oue you too. honey. Haven 11 told you 

that before?" 
"Daddo. is what we're doing O.K.? / 

mean this feels kinda funny." 
"Of course it is sweetie. I'm just teaching 

you what hue is ail about" 
"Well yes, daddy, but then why can 11 tell 

anyone about what we do?" 
"Because it's a secret between you and 

me." 
'And we aren't bad, daddy, are « e ? " 

"No, we just have a special secret." 

The trauma of disclosing sexual abuse is 
matched only by that of the sexual abuse 
itself. To the victim, breaking "the secret" 
brings feelings of shame and disloyalty 
rather than feelings of relief. As difficult as it 
is for victims of sexual abuse to reveal their 
secret, they often have to reveal it re
peatedly before intervention occurs. 

Although most people believe that sexual 
abuse begins during adolescence, the aver
age age for the abuse to begin is between 
nine and eleven years, and it often begins as 
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early as five years. All children go to school. 
Therefore, if the school is the oue institution 
that reaches all children, teachers and 
counsellors must be prepared to recognize 
and talk about sexual abuse. 

This topic is generally an uncomfortable 
one for teachers to discuss. Nevertheless, 
the school is often the only place where the 
child feels safe and participates in positive 
relationships with adults and peers. 

WHAT IS SEXUAL ABUSE? 
The British Columbia Ministry of Human 

Resources defines sexual abuse as: " . . . 
the sexual exploitation of a child who is not 
developmental^ capable of understanding 
or restating the contact, or a child or adoles
cent who may be psychologically and so
cially dependent upon the perpetrator." 

Sexual abuse may be seen on a spectrum 
that ranges from no physical contact, where 
a child is forced to look at the genitals of an 
older child or-adult, to incidental sexual 
contact (teasing or fondling), to outright 
vaginal, anal, or oral intercourse. 

HOW OFTEN DOES SEXUAL 
ABUSE OCCUR? 

The problem of sexual abuse is far more 
pervasive than most of us care to admit. 

DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 
one in fourgiils will be sexually molested 

by the age of 18? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 

one in 10 boys will be molested by the 
age of 18? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 

in 1980, 240 cases of sexual abuse were 
confirmed in B.C.? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 

one in every six elementary school chil
dren experiences some form of sexual 
exploitation regardless of where he/she 
lives or socio-economic status? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 

75-80 per cent of offenders are known or 
related to their victims? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 

on an average, children tell of abuse nine 
times before they are heard? 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. 

children don't lie about abuse? (Since 
1972, of 2,000 cases reported in Santa 
Clara County, California, all reported cases 
were verified.) 

WHAT ARE THE INDICATORS? 
Physical and emotional indicators of sex

ual abuse should be viewed within a pattern 
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framework rather than viewed as separate 
indicators confirming actual sexual abuse. 
A student who is tired, lethargic, and listless 
may be demonstrating such symptoms for 
reasons other than sexual abuse. Perhaps 
the student is merely catching a cold or flu. 

However, just as physicians realize that a 
patient complaining of a stomach ache 
probably suffers from common indigestion, 
they do not completely rule out the possibil
ity of these symptoms' indication of some
thing much more serious or even fc.nl. 
Again, these symptoms must be viewed 
within a larger pattern Even so. some 
indicators are so spvr.iic to sexual abu-v 
that they require immediate attention (for 
example, evidence of venereal disease, 
prostitution, self-mutilation). 

Some indicators that a student may have 
experienced sexual abuse are: 

o depression 
© withdrawal from social activities 
a isolation from friends 
a drug/alcohol abuse 
a chronic running away 
a repeated physical complaints — stom

ach aches, sore throat, bad breath, 
pain in genital area 

a attention-seeking behavior — acting 
out 

a suicide attempts 
• self-mutilation — razor cuts, burns, 

tattoos 
a physical abuse — welts, bruises 
• low self-esteem — unkempt appear

ance, dirty 
• truancy from school 
• sudden drop in grades 
• inappropriate seductive behavior 
• bi-sexual/homixexual experimenta

tion 
• prostitution '!' • 
• promiscuous sexual behavior 
• unusually heavy household or child 

care responsibilities 
• parent/guardian overly restricts social 

activities 
• first arrival at school, last departure 
• compulsive need to excel at school. . . 

only "As" will do 
• refusal to speak in front of class 
• refusal to undress for PC 
a over-eating or under-eating 
• frequent lateness or absence 
• tiredness, lethargy, listlessness 
• evidence of venereal disease 
• unusual or extreme fear of going 

home, or of specific areas of the house 
— bedroom, for example 

• extreme fear of being left alone with 
adult men or women 

WHAT TO DO 
If you suspect that a student has been 

sexually abused, you have a number of 
choices: 

1. You may, following school or district 
policy, notify the Ministry of Human Re
sources immediately and, therefore, do no 
interviewing yourself. (In that case, all inter
viewing of the child will be done by the 
Mi IR staff.) 

2. You may have one of your own school 
or district staff interview the student (for 
example, nurse, principal, counsellor). 

3. You may want to talk directly to the 
student to confirm your suspicions. 

Indicators of sexual abuse may arise 
during the coui. •• .: conversation with the 
student. The studee. . vy give you ample 
reference to abuse '«/ saying, "Did you ever 
hear of anybody who. . . .?"or, "My friend 
down the street suys 

At this point, your choices are limited. If 
you avoid the issue, you become just one 
more person to whom the student has tried, 
but failed, to disclose the abuse. You would 
not listen. A more appropriate choice would 
be to confront the issue directly in a calm, 
caring, and rational manner. 

If at all possible, arrange for a quiet place, 
free from interruptions, in which to begin 
your discussion. The next step is to establish 
some sort of rapport with the student. 
Remember, this may be a very awkward 
time for that student, so some trust must be 
developed. (Of course, it is highly unlikely 
that you would be discussing sexual abuse 
with a student you hardly know, yet even a 
student known well needs some lead-in to 
the discussion before the actual interview 
regarding the abuse begins.) 

The following are some helpful questions 
and statements that facilitate disclosure, 
alleviate guilt, and indicate support: 

Disclosure 
"Did someone touch you in any way that 

made you feel uncomfortable?" 
"Did someone touch your body on a 

place your bathing suit covers, and you 
didn't like it?" 

"A lot of students who have told me the 
things that you're telling me now have had 
sexual experiences that they feel ashamed 
and/or guilty about. Is this true for you?" 

"When 1 hear the following symptoms 
(list them) it makes me wonder if he/she has 
had a sexual experience that he/she feels 

uncomfortable talking about I wonder if 
this is true lor you?" 

Alternating Guilt 
"It's not your fault." 
'You're noi to blame." 

"You weren't responsible." 
"You're not alone; this has happened to 

Others." 

Support 
"I believe what you're saying." 
"The next while might be really rough for 

you. but I'm prepared to help you in 
whatever way 1 can." (Note: Make no 
promises about what you can or cannot do 
concerning the student's future.) 

WHAT NOT TO DO 

Don't assume the abuse was a terrible 
experience. If the student was physically 
responsive it will only add to the guilt. 

Don't criticize the offender. The student 
may deeply love the offender despite what 
happened. 

Don't project your own reactions, revul
sions, or morai indignation onto the stu
dent. 

Don't use trigger words such as rape or 
incest. These may alarm the student. 

MORE "DO" SUGGESTIONS 

In most cases the in-depth interview to 
confirm the abuse will be conducted by the 
police or the Ministry of Human Resources. 
However, in some instances, teachers 
might find themselves in a situation where it 
seems important to do the initial assess
ment. 

• Continue to reinforce the student by 
saying it is right for him/her to tell you. 

• Ask open-ended questions. 
— Can you tell me what happened? 
— Where did he touch you? 
— When did it happen? 
— Where did it happen? 
— How often has this happened? 
— What did he say to keep you from 

telling anyone? 
• Keep in mind at all times the student's 

developmental level. Young children will 
not be able to give a step by step chronolog
ical account of what happened. Help them 
to narrow down the time of assault by 
asking such questions as, "Was it day or 
night?" or, "Was it near your birthday?" 

• Use language that is appropriate for the 
age, sex, and intelligence of the student. 
Accept terminology or slang. 

• Facilitate expression for the younger 
child. 

Note: IJyou are the first person to interview 
the student regarding the abuse, you may 
be subpoenaed to testify in court. 
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REPORTING SEXUAL ABUSE 
Know your district policy 

Bill 45 of the British Columbia Family 
and Service Act states; 
Duty to report 

"7, (1) A person who has reasonable 
grounds to believe that a child is in need of 
protection shall forthwith report the circum
stances to the superintendent or a person 
designated by the superintendent to receive 
such reports. 

(2) The duty under subsection (1) over
rides a claim of confidentiality or privilege 
by a person following any occupation or 
profession, except a claim founded on a 
solicitor and client relationship. 

(3) No action lies against a person mak
ing a report under this section unless he 
makes it maliciously or without reasonable 
grounds for his belief. 

(4) A person who contravenes subsec
tion (1) commits an offence. 
Right of entry to investigate certain 
complaints 

8. Where the superintendent has re
ceived a report that a child is in need of 
protection he shall investigate the circum
stances, and if the parent or any other 
person refuses to allow the superintendent 
to have access to the child, the superinten
dent may apply expafte to a judge in person 
or by telephone for a warrant authorizing 
him to enter and search a place specific in 
the warrant in order to investigate whether 
the child is in need of protection, and the 
judge may issue the warrant on being 
satisfied that access to the child is necessary 
to the investigation "... 

"In British Columbia, it is manda
tory under the law to report sexual 
abuse." 

If it is possible, make your report to MHR 
in the morning. The ministry will have more 
time to investigate the complaint. 

ROLES OF THE 
SCHOOL/TEACHER/COUNSELLOR 

Disclosing sexual abuse is a time of crisis 
for the victims. They do not know how the 
report of abuse will be received; they do not 
know how the people close to them will 
react; they do not know if they will be 
believed and supported, or blamed and 
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judged. They fear that, once the secret is 
out. all of the threats made by the offender 
will come true. 

Most victims feel unloved, uncared for. 
and unable to trust. The longing to he cared 
for is a common need in vie tin'is' lives. The 
school can provide that caring and support 
at a time when the victims' home-lite may 
be in turmoil, 
Ways the teacher may help and support 
the student 

1. Following disclosure, while awaiting 
the arrival of the social worker, the teacher 
may act as an interpreter of procedures for 
the student. (If students know what to 
expect when the social worker and/or po
lice arrive, they will feel more in control of 
the situation and less frightened.) Some 
things that may be discussed are the various 
possibilities of what may happen to the 
victim and family within the next few hours. 
Some of these possibilities are: 

— that the mother and father will be told; 
— that the family, especially the mother, 

will believe and support the student; 
— that a medical examination will be 

required; 
— that the offender may go to jail; 
— that the victim rrmy have to stay 

somewhere other than home (with friends 
or relatives in a foster placement). 

Find out what the student wants to 
happen, but don't make any promises you 
cannot keep. Do not contact the family 
yourself. Any contact prior to intervention 
by the Ministry of Human Resources may 
make matters worse. 

2 Students will need support after they 
return to school. 

— Talk to the student. Ask what you can 
do to help. 

— Keep routines. Students often feel 
that school is the only place in their lives that 
is safe. If they are treated differently from 
others at school, feelings reflecting low 
self-esteem will be reinforced. 

— Don't keep questioning or grilling the 
student. Rather, be there if the student 
wants to talk. Be empathetic. Try to hear 
how the student is feeling, and respond in 
such a way that the student feels you 
understand and care. 

— Continue to monitor. Watch the stu
dent for emotional or behavioral symptoms 
that indicate the abuse may have started 
again 

3, i n their families, abused children are 
often rewarded with attention for sexual or 
seductive behavior. At school, these'same 
children are often isolated by their peers 
because of these inappropriate behaviors. 
Conversely, these victims may isolate 
themselves because of their feelings of guilt 
and shame. The teacher may: ... 

J _ 

— teach social skills that encourage nor
mal peer group interaction; 

- - encourage the student to communi
cate needs and feelings verbally; 

— teach that some touching is affectio
nate and some touching is sexual; 

— encourage the student to have fun 
through appropriate play, art, music, and 
1 lobbies: 

— involve the student in learning activi
ties that raise self-esteem and feelings of 
self-worth. 

NEED FOR INTERVENTION 
Once the victims have revealed their 

secret, they are at risk within their families. 
They have defied the offender and made 
him the enemy. If nothing is done to protect 
victims, either the abuse will continue or the 
family may unite to drive them out. Thus, 
the person to whom the secret is disclosed 
carries a big responsibility. Because of the 
magnitude of this responsibility, often 
teachers or counsellors do not reprrt the 
abuse. The student pleads with them not to 
tell and, in respecting the confidentiality of 
the relationship or in trying to be loyal to the 
student, they remain silent. This silence can 
be extremely harmful because: 

• The abuse will probably continue; 
moreover, the child may feel even more 
guilty for telling. The teacher is then in a 
position of helping to keep the secret, and 
the studofif believes that the teacher does 
not really care. 

• Even if tho student will no longer 
tolerate the abuse or moves out of the 
home, other children in the family remain at 
risk. 

• The teacher may decide to tackle the 
situation by him or herself, call the family 
and threaten to report the abuse to MHR if it 
continues. Thus. MHR may be seen as a 
punitive service raihfer than one that exists 
to help a family in crisis. 

Failure to reiport tacitly puts the 
teacher in complicity with the of-
fender, and is breaking the law. The 
teacher thus supports the family se
cret. 

NEED FOR PREVENTION 
Even if all children told and all offenders 

received treatment, substantial damage 
would still occur. The best approach to the 
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pu.hlrin <>f sexual ah'.N*.' l i i p i t 'Vi 'h t it 
fn»m happening. Prevention progiasr.s help 
chikiten to r j n i l i M them.s».*lve> bv teaching 
them that they have the nght in make 
decisions tegarding lh»- ir own bodies 
Thes*- programs also reinfuite the child's 
abilitv to ^eek help and to say. " N O ' " 

School programs thai deal with pieven-
lion Matt at the earliest aye lewis. They aie 
aimed at teaching students tlu j difference 
between "good touch." "bad touch,'" and 
what to do when touched in an inappro
priate manner 

Tiit' following resources are helpful in 
leaching yon 119 children about sexual 
abuse 

Ca:en Adams C & Fay, J. No more 
secrets 1981. Oil pp. O d e r from Impact 
Publishers. P.O. Box 1094. San Luis 
Obispo, C A , U S A . 93400 

He told me nor to tell. 1980, 28 pp. 
Compiled by King County Rape Relief. 
Order from King County Rape Relief. 305 
South 43rd. Renton. WA. U S A . 98055 

Kent, C Child sexual abuse prevention 
project. 1^79. 120 pp A n educational 
program for children. Order irom Henne
pin County Attorney's Office. Chi ld Sexual 
Abuse Prevention Protect. C 2100 Gov
ernment Center. Minneapolis. M N . USA. 
50487 

Williams. J Once / teas a Utile bit 
frightened. 1980. 14 pp. Order from Rape 
and Abuse Crisis Center. P.O, Box lb55 . 
Par-go. NO. USA. 58107. 

Williams. J. Red flag, green flag people. 
1980. 22 pp. Order from Rape and Abuse 
Crisis Center, P.O. Box 1655. Faigo. N D . 
USA. 58107. 

CONCLUSION 
When a society allows adults in a caretak-

tng role or in a position of trust to misuse 
children sexually, that society is saying 
implicitly to its children, "You are not of 
value and no one cares enough to protect 
you." 

Children are being sexually abused. 
They need to fee; free to disclose the abuse. 
As teachers, you may be there to listen.O 

A bib l iography ar id A list o i a u d i o visual materials is 
available a n rtiquost 

J 
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For 20 summers BCTF members have been sending 
some of their colognes to conduct in-service train
ing courses for teachers in the developing countries. 
Is the project worth while? The answer from thi 
participant is an enthusiastic yes. 

j - ; 
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The author working with Ghanaian teachers last summer in Project Overseas 
classroom had no electric lights. > 
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CHRISTINA MADER 

©This is a letter to the average employed 
B.C. teacher who occasionally questions 
the amount of BCTF fees deducted from his 

J 

or her paycheque. 
1 want you to understand how you were 

part of my 1982 summer end that you and 1 
directly touched the lives of over 280 
people in Africa — in Accra, Agona Swe-
dru, Akim Oda. Koforidua^Kumasi and 
points en route. 

If you enjoy numerical manipularions, 
multiply 280 times two groups of Project 
Overseas participants. You will arrivejat the 
number of teachers in personal contact with 
Canadian teachers in Ghana. Now multiply 
that number by 15 participating Project 
Overseas countries, and you will have a 
world-wide estimate of the-men and 
women squarely affected by one aspect of': 
those monthly deductions labelled "BCTF : 

f̂ees". . ..• • ' •. . 
• These numbers do not include the 
spouses and children : of the' workshop 
participants whose lives we also entered, or 
the ripple effect of the in-service those 

Yes, it was worth it. Let me fill in space 
between statistics. And let me speak only 
about experiences with my group. The 
Southern Ghanaian Team was two men, 
one woman. ,. • / • 

Our hosts requested daily workshops for 
school administrators who also teach full 
time. They asked for these specific subjects: 
role of the principal (supervision), leader
ship styles, decision-making, classroom or
ganization, communication, 

Our group found m 
cive to evening work sessions. , 
gently we agreed on principles of operation; 
"Let's not just tell them how to do it, let's do 
it ourselves!" Thus our team's leadership 
style was democratic ("Could we all three 

s as an example of 
?u). Decision-making was by 

consensus, ("Fufu and fish-beef soup for 
tomorrow's iunch? If there are no objec-

prepare that"), 
generated students who 

analyzed, a demonstration lesson in which 
- I.-
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The Ghanaians attending the workshops presented by the Project Overseas team were all 
school administrators who taught full-time. Each day they came filled with enthusiasm and 
eagerness to hear, practise and observe the techniques presented by their Canadian 
colleagues. 

• they themselves took part. ("Please mark a 
check on this seating chart each tims'l ask 
someone -a question") Reading meant tic 
ognificn of the problem that ihere was 
virtually, nothing printed for my students to 
have "their students read/. ("Look at the 
sketches in my journal while I read aloud a 

• few c-f the jentries. 1 am now demonsiiBting 
art approach you can copy called Language 
Experience.") Communication became 
pure joy with the help of one of my. team 
mates ("Let me read the list of non-verbal 
signals I saw this class project to Christina in 

'the last exercise. Then tell nie if. that is how 
you felt")._ ... 

Until this summer I had experienced such 
'cohesion, hard work, openness and laugh
ter onty in all:women groups. 

In st:ort, nearly overnight our trio be
came a close-knit team who supported and 
led one another through incredible adven
tures in Africa, "Another great day :n the 
jungle," I'd laugh each night 

Such attitudes are visible and each one of 
us radiated confidence, happiness and a 
total desire to be involved in exactly what 
was going on. Naturally oui students were 
drawn to that; who wouldn't be? We our
selves were, drawn to that; both in each 
other and in our Ghanaian ghosts and 
students. Two such exceptional people de
serve mention. 

One, Mary Kvvabi, a teacher from Akim 
Oda, guided us through the market and 
explained new smells and customs. Once 
she walked many miles in her Sunday best 
to pay a visit That evening our group sat 
spell-bound "listening to the story of her life. 
At was a tale of strength and courage; 
Remarkable in.its uniqueness yet typical in 
honesty, and frankness to those of other 
Ghanaian women to whom I became close. 
Later Mary presented me with a bracelet., 
identical to' hers and told'me we ccJd be 
sisters. . . . . ". 

The second person who radiated the 
same confidence and inner peace was Tom 
Bsdiako. He was our host and local "Big 

; Mart'e,: the top official of the Ghana National 
: Association of Teachers; Certainly we were 
all drawn,to htrh, his "remarkable witty: 
intellect and interpersonal skills, his won-:;' 
derful laugh. He has the rare ability to view]! 
problems and solutions from a global per
spective and can translate those into words' 
close' to biie's own heart.' I just loved him 
and feel fortunate to have been: taught by 
him," even briefly. 

As I am writing to you, the average B.C. 
teacher, you are educating our children •— 
some of you my daughter — during trying 
economic times. I want to reachout now 
and speak as I did to,my Ghanaian princi
pals.:.' 

"Sometimes our own difficulties seem 
overwhelming. At such moments it helps to 

have a friend who adds a nuw perspective, 
if L<?t me do that now. I shall paraphrase for 

you my favorite poem: 
They drew a circle that shut me out. 
Heretics, rebels ; 

used violence to flout. 
But love and I had the wit to win — 
We drew a circle that took them in. 

The skin color or culture of the previous 
speaker is obviously immaterial. I call this 
The Mader Inclusive, Theory of the Uni
verse and draw it like this: 

Each day our students came filled with 
enthusiasm and eagerness.to hear/practise 

and observe what we believe are sound 
educational approaches. Given their prob
lems, 1 marvel at their ability to do so. Every 
class had a tew students who were hungry. 

• A few who were chilly. A few who were tired 
from field work or the long walk to our 
sessions. And always some with malaria. 

,, Was it worth it? Yes. Yes. Yes. 
; Canadian teachers through us inspired 
the Ghanaian teachers with energy to carry-
on. We provided an opportunity to reaffirm 
traditional values (Ghanaian dancing, 
drumming, medicine, Adinkra poems and 
symbols) and a setting within which to 
practise taking new directions as teachers 
(role play, peer tutoring and feedback, for 
example.) 

I believe this contains the beauty of what 
Project Overseas can be and in fact was to 
us three. I believe this is what I am trying to 
communicate to B.C. teachers be they in 
Victoria or Kitwanga: you and I helped 
others and thus ourselves. 

What 1 am writing about is true for me as 
well. Perhaps this winter the euphoria of my 
African summer will be threatened by the 
reality of having been a first-round cutback 
casualty and temporary Saanich teacher. At 
that point what we, the Southern Ghanaian 
Project Overseas Team 1982 gave out in 
such profusion will circle back: friendship, 
laughter, love and tenderness. 

As I had learned to do at a Native Indian 
Giveaway ceremony one Spring, this Sum
mer I left the most cherished beads I had 
with a Canadian friend in Accra. I wonder in 
what form that gesture will come, back to 
me next Winter when I need it? 

I close as educator and as woman with a 
thank you gift for all colleagues. It is my 
favorite cross-cultural proverb: "If a tree 
takes 300 years to mature it is important to 
plant it today."O 

Christina Mader formerly taught tn Saanlch. 
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BRUCE C. WATSON 

Over the past four years there have been 
at least eight major studies at the federal 
and provincial levels on the question of 
pension reform. In addition to these major 
studies, consulting firms and associations of 

people involved in pensions have entered 
the fray. Numerous national and provincial 
meetings have been held as a part, of this 
great "pension debate". 

The government of British Columbia 
made its contribution in June 1982 in the 
form of its green paper, "Developing a 

Pension Policy for the Future". 
The BCTF's Pensions Committee re

viewed a staff paper written in response to 
the government's position, and the Execu
tive Committee approved the following 
submission to the government's Pension 
Task Force. 

©The British Columbia Teachers' Federa
tion, throughout its history, has given prior
ity attention to the needs of its retired 
members and is therefore pleased that the 
government of B.C. is focussing attention 
on the inadequacies of the retirement in
come system in general. 

We believe that persons should have 
access to a pension plan that permits the 
orderly accrual of fair and adequate pen
sions and related benefits and that provides 
for the orderly financing of these benefits. 

We believe the principal purposes of a 
pension plan should be: 

To provide the structure by which per
sons may enjoy reasonable financial inde
pendence in retirement 

To provide financially secure arrange
ments so that active and retired persons can 
with confidence make personal and finan
cial plans for the future. 

To pool and to moderate the risks in 
providing long-term financial security. 

To share among iall persons some of the 
planning, organization and the manage
ment activities involved in providing finan
cial security in retirement. 

Although it is recognized that the individ
ual should accept some of the responsibility 
for his or her retirement years as he or she 
now does for the work years, mechanisms 
should be in place within our society to 
assist the individual in this task. 

This assistance nay take many forms — 
compulsory provision of pension plans, 
compulsory participation in pension plans, 
earlier vesting and lock-in, incentives 
through Income Tax Act changes to save for 
retirement, improved communication of 
benefit programs, provision for participa
tion in financial and pre-retirement plan
ning. 

We believe the federal and provincial 
assistance programs for those who now 
reach retirement without adequate income 
should be upgraded to ensure these per
sons receive adequate support. 

We believe the private pension plan 
system should be retained to permit the 
particular needs of employee groups to be 
met and should be expanded to ensure all 
employers provide pension plans. 

Within these principles, this submission 
will focus on the various policy alternatives 
and/or steps outlined in the discussion 
paper. 

PENSION COVERAGE 
All employees — regular, full-time, part-

time, temporary — should have access to a 
pension plan. Coverage should commence 
at an early age and be a condition of 
employment As outlined later, contribu
tions should be locked in. 

Although the discussion paper indicates 
that 53.2 per cent of the paid work force is 

covered by private pension plans and that 
this percentage would "increase signifi
cantly" if the contributors to registered 
retirement savings plans were included, in 
Canada as a whole 40 per cent of all 
contributors to RRSPs in 1979 also contrib
uted to employer-sponsored pension plans. 
(Pension Plans in Canada — 1980 — 
Statistics Canada). This percentage would 
be greater when non-contributory pension 
plans are included. 

Therefore, we contend that coverage is a 
problem that should be corrected. 

We recommend that all employers must 
provide pension plans and that all employ
ees must participate in those plans. 

In the context of current society adequate 
provision must be made for the female 
employee who has interruption of earnings 
through time off for maternity and child-
rearing. 

r We recommend that the Canada Pension 
Plan be amended to provide a drop-out 
provision for maternity and child-rearing 
years and to provide a mechanism for 
part-time andlor full-time homemakers to 
attain coverage. 

We recommend that all private pension 
plans make provision for recognition of 
semlce/contributions while an employee is 
on a leave of absence for maternity and/or 
for child-rearing. 

We recommend that receipt of maternity, 
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unemployment and sickness benefits be 
recognized as eligible income and service 
jor pension purposes. 

INFLATION 
Probably the greatest concern for retirees 

is security — of home, of income, of health, 
of friends, etc. A person may retire with a 
degree of certainty regarding his or her 
income only when the monthly pension 
benefits, from whatever source, are in
dexed to some known measure such as 
price changes. Ad hoc increases given at the 
whim of a pension plan administrator or 
employer do not provide the ongoing as
surance required if people are to enter 
retirement and are to live as retirees with a 
reasonable peace of mind. Many immineni 
retirees and those already retired havt last 
faith in the pension system. They have seen 
the income they had planned for or thought 
at time of retirement to be adequate evapo
rate through the effects of inflation. Current 
pensions in many cases need to be in
creased and all pensions need to be in
dexed, not only to restore and maintain 
purchasing power, but also to restore confi
dence in the pension system. 

We therefore recommend that all private 
pension plans be required to provide an
nual increases in pension benefits based on 
some known measure of inflation. 

PORTABILITY — PROTECTION 
OF ACCRUED BENEFITS 

In a world of swift technological change 
and relative ease of travel, people will not, 
by and large, remain with one employer or 
group of employers throughout their work
ing years. Provision must be made whereby 
pension credits cannot bs removed either 
by the employee or the employer. The 
eventual pension benefit should be reflec
tive of the total working career of the 
individual with each employment segment 
paving its fair share of the final benefit. 

We therefore recommend that full vest
ing and locking-in of accrued pension 
credits be compulsory after no more than 
two years. 

Further., c mechanism should be avail
able for transferring the credits of vested 
pensions including employer share, where 
necessary, to a locked-'m RRSP or to some 
other suitable central agency. 

10 protect the value of deferred pen
sions, soine measure of inflation adjust
ment should be compulsory during the 
deferred period. 

RETIREMENT AGE 
A focus on retirement age tends to divert 

people away from a consideration of the 

quality of life during the work years. Reams 
have been written on why age 60 or 65 or 
whatever should be the age for mandatoiy 
retirement or the age on which benefits 
should be based. 

Very little has been written on the quality 
of the work life, on how we spend our years 
as employed persons. Do people really 
want all their leisure time at the end of their 
careers? Would people perhaps prefer to 
spread some of this leisure throughout their 
careers through intervals of part-time work, 
leaves of absence, longer vacation periods, 
etc.? 

Perhaps what is required now is a more 
innovative approach to the working years 
rather than a continuation of the debate on 
mandatory versus non-mandatory retire
ment. 

We therefore recommend the encour
agement within occupational groups of 
specific mechanisms to permit employees 
more periods of non-work during their 
careers; for example, deferred salary leave 
plans, and to permit phased retirement over 
a period of time. 

Together with this, we recommend the 
elimination of a mandatory retirement age. 

ADEQUACY OF PENSIONS 
For employed persons, the pension in

come should reflect pre-retirement employ
ment income. We live in a society where 
salary and wages are determined on the 
basis of qualifications, responsibility, expe
rience, danger, type of employment, etc. 
Seldom is the argument for salaries and 
wages based upon an argument of "need." 
Similarly, when looking at pension income, 
there is no validity to the argument that a 
pensioner is receiving more than he or she 
"needs". 

The question of "need" is useful only in 
the context of a minimum, based on cost of 
housing, food, clothing, etc., below which 
retirement income should not fall. These 
minimum standards should be met through 
government programs (OAS, CPP, GIS, 
GAIN) financed on a pay-as-you-go basis. 

We agree with some of the arguments in 
the discussion paper that the expenses of 
retired persons are less thari those of people 
who are in mid-life. However, people tend 
to spend in relation to their incomes and as 
disposable income increases with age, prior: 
to retirement, so does expenditure on items 
not attainable when everyday living costs 
consumed all income: Only those who are 
relatively well-off are in the position of 
becoming savers. Therefore, pension in
come should reflect pre-retirement employ
ment income. 

Further, it is erroneous to assume as 

stated in the discussion paper that "all 
major consumer goods such as cars are fully 
paid for and therefore no longer an ex
pense." This may be the case at time of 
retirement but such durable goods have to 
be repaired and/or replaced. Therefore, for 
a ccnsiderable number of years into retire
ment, the retiree who enters retirement with 
minimum savings must continue to save to 
take care of such capital expenses. 

Again, in this regard, please refer back to 
the section on inflation and the absolute 
need for the pensioner to feel secure about 
the future. 

Although the role of savings in the provi
sion of retirement income cannot be over
looked, the opportunity for significant in
come from savings is open primarily to the 
upper-income levels. 

We therefore recommend that the ade
quacy measure for private pension plan 
benefits, plus CPP and OAS benefits, be 
related to the income earned prior to 
retirement. 

SURVIVOR BENEFITS 
Changes in;our social structure have 

brought people to look at pension plans in a 
different light from what they did a decade 
ago. A pension, benefit earned during a 
marriage is now viewed as a family asset, 
jointly owned by both spouses. Each has a 
responsibility to the other when it comes to 
consideration of the ownership of the retire
ment income. 

We therefore recommend that where 
there is a spouse; including common-law, 
the pension must be taken on a joint 
survivorship basis with waiver of this provi
sion only with the written approval of the 
spouses. 

SECURITY OF 
PENSION BENEFITS 

As discussed earlier, security of income is 
a prime concern of retirees. In addition, 
people not yet retired should know that the 
benefits promised to them upon retirement 
will in fact be paid. 

We therefore recommend that all private 
pension plans including public-sector em
ployee plans be required to meet funding 
standards adequate to ensure promised 
benefits will be paid. 

We recommend that the gouemmenr 
invest the CPP funds in real and productive 
assets and that the contributions of public-
sector employees be likewise invested. 

We also recommend that benefit stand
ards be set and enforced both for the 
private- and public-sector plans in British 
Columbia. 
Continued on page 86 
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CLAUDSO VIOLATO 

One result of the unreal
istic goals of the last two 
decades in education is 
that there Is a move to 
downplay academic stu
dies in the colleges. This 
would be a backward 
step in the pursuit of civi
lization. 

©The provincial government seems bound 
on a course to change the nature of B.C. 
colleges from essentially academic institu
tions to vocational/technical institutions. As 
a result, academics are increasingly called 
upon to "defend academic education" — 
something of intrinsic worth. 

While schools have been under siege 
repeatedly in the last few decades, today's 
renewed onslaught has a special character. 
It is directed, primarily, toward academics 
— those students and teachers of such 
esoterica as history, literature, psychology, 
philosophy, mathematics, biology and so 
forth. 

This new attack is not merely one of 
rhetoric, hyperbole or charges of irrele
vancy; it is much more serious and dan
gerous than that. Today the critics of educa
tion are wielding an economic weapon. 

As financial and other commitments to 
academia become increasingly more tenta
tive, academics are rallying to fortify their 
defences. But first it must be understood 
very clearly what is to be defended. Per
haps this is best done by understanding 
what is not to be defended: 

In the last few decades, people involved 
in education have allowed (and sometimes 
encouraged) various interest groups to 
force their aspirations, goals and objectives 
on them. For the most part, teachers have 

willingly gone along with the pretense that 
they could confer, en masse, creativity, 
individuality, good citizenship, responsible 
democracy and so forth. They have, of 
course, failed in achieving these impossible 
goals. 

But while they pursued these amorphous 
spectres, the emphasis shifted from content 
to process — so-called "methods." "New" 
methods were tried, discarded or replaced, 
rediscovered and reinstituted only to be 
discarded again. A seemingly endless pa
rade of methods were tried: from teacher-
centred to student-centred classrooms, 
from programs for the underprivileged to 
programs for the "gifted" (that is, privi
leged), and from teachers as purveyors of 
knowledge and discipline to teachers as 
warm and affectionate "therapists" at
tempting to bolster self-esteem. Just as fads 
and fashions come and go, so too methods 
have had very little staying power. How
ever, not everyone found this milieu un
profitable. 

Various manufacturers and distributors 
of "educational technology" found this 
quagmire of pseudo-educational reformism 
a rich market for their wares. Thus entered 
teaching-machines, programmed instruc
tion, overhead projectors, slicker and sim
pler text-books, film strips, television moni
tors and a bewildering array of other 
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gadgetry -— the mini-compute) being the 
latest that has been promised as a savior. 

The curriculum, too, has undergone a 
strange metamorphosis. In a typical college 
calendar for example, one finds the follow
ing courses offered: Basic Meditation: The
ory and Practice, Parapsychology, The 
Role of Women in Society, and Personal 
Growth and Awareness. The last of these 
has, as one of its goals, nothing less than 
providing a "setting for individuals to dis
cover themselves and others!" One can find 
this trivialization of the curriculum in ele
mentary and secondary schools, and in 
colleges and universities. 

SCHOOLS HAVE FAILED 

Through all this, schools have been pla
gued by disarray and confusion, by more 
than a trivial proportion of ill-prepared and 
uninterested teachers, and by attacks both 
from the outside and inside. While the 
quality of schools and education in general 
decreased, loftier and more difficult to 
attain goals were promised. It is with relative 
ease, therefore, that such organs of mass 
culture as Time can regularly make the case 
that "the schools have failed." Today, the 
critics of schools and education can right
fully lay the charge of failure at the feet of 
teachers and academics. 

The pleasant sounding but impossible 
goals — that whhh Freud referred to "as a 
delusional remoulding of reality" — served 
their purpose at one time. They helped to 
perpetuate the myth (which, as Jacques 
Barzun noted, is a traditional American 
belief) that education can do what the rest 
of the world leaves undone and undo the 
wrongs that the rest of the world has done. 
No doubt, these lofty goals and aspirations 
also allowed teachers and academics to 
harbor an exaggerated sense of their own 
importance. Education cannot eradicate 
racism, poverty, sexism, delinquency or a 
whole host of other social ills—an observa
tion that both Marx and Engels made some 
time ago. Nor can teachers,. with their 
relatively modest influence, easily reverse 
the damage done to the intellect and psy
che by the stunning hammer blows of 
conditioning within a commercial culture. 

Anti-intellectualism and anti-culturalism 
(usually referred to as popular or mass 
culture), which are pervasive and deeply 
entrenched attitudes in this part of the 
world, cannot be so easily ameliorated. 
This, though not impossible, requires inten
sive and sustained effort. Bigotry, barba
rism in interpersonal relationships, conser-
vativism and crassness in culture generally 
(all of which are disturbingly widespread), 
cannot be eradicated by simply having 
people "take" a few courses or a BA. But 
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the belief that all of this could be done by 
partaking of the "smorgasboard" curricu
lum was encouraged and perpetuated by 
education people. 

Particularly sadly, some people who 
should have known better (such as psychol
ogists), aided and abetted those who held 
these foolish notions. Education people 
were (and are) innundated by a variety of 
quick-cures, psycho-educational remedies, 
"therapies" and panaceas of all sorts. Thus 
we had (and have) the banal prescriptions 
of Dr. Glasser, Dr. Joyce Brothers, Dr. 
Dreikurs and others — all Ann Landers' 
with PhDs or MDs. So today we have 
parenting, reality therapy, superlearning, 
stress management, and suggesrology. 

Of course some American psychologists 
have been particularly guilty of huckstering 
nostrums by which the sleaziest ad-person 
would be embarrassed. Just as we had the 
phrenologists not so long ago, today we 
have what might aptly be called the neo-
phrenologists: those who give advice about 
"educating the right half of the brain," or 
prescribe ways and methods of "enhancing 
creativity." While these palliatives were be
ing offered, new syndromes were discov
ered. Suddenly, hyperacriui'fy and /earning 
disabilities have become commonplace. 
Amidst this psychobabble and a mountain 
of self-help books, psychology — once the 
promising young science of humankind — 
has become bogged down in the swamp of 
commercial culture, 

We more humble Canadian folk have 
shamelessly boarded the American band
wagon, hoping, perhaps, to share in some 
of the glory of our more glamorous south
ern counterparts. But, alas, the grandiose 
dreams and promises of the 60s and 70s 
have finally shown themselves for what 
they always were: empty rhetoric and cyni
cal self-serving activities. 

Is it the unrealistic goals and aspirations 
of the past two decades that should be 
delended? No. But academics and teachers 
should defend the sound notions of any 
thoughtful and reflective person that it is 

"Lots, of kids talk in class. What's so different 
about my kid?" 'Innovations Unlimited 

better to know than to be ignorant; that it is 
bt'ter to think than to react; that it is better 
to be cultured than to be crass. 

Teachers and academics cannot, nor 
should they pretend that they can, cure 
social ills that are essentially politically and 
economically determined. Their goals 
should be more realistic. They can reduce 
ignorance and boorishness. And these are 
necessary if no! sufficient conditions for a 
person to become civilized. 

Evidently then, academics and teachers 
must promise iess and deliver more. They 
must resist, as much as possible, the imposi
tion of business values on educational 
practice. The measure of the worth of an 
academic institution is not the number of 
graduates that are churned out per year, 
but rather the quality of those graduates. 
This quality is not to be measured by the 
size of salaries (if, indeed, work is found) or 
their technical and motor skills, but by the 
degree of literacy and knowledgeability. 

RESIST U.S. INFLUENCES 

Academics and teachers in the future 
must be more selective ir. their importation 
of American educational goals and psycho-
educational remedies that may be inappro
priate for our own situation and ideology. In 
the past there has been an eagerness and 
willingness to import, wholesale, American 
remedies, textbooks, magazines, professors 
and culture generally at the expense of our 
own more modest culture — for the Ameri
can education system seems bound on a 
ruinous road. 

But now, the provincial government 
seems to want to change B.C. colleges into 
vocational/technical institutions. There is an 
apparent desire for a shift to high motor, 
low cerebral activities. This, however, 
would be a backward step in the pursuit of 
civilization. Intellectuals, academics and 
other thinkers have always been (and al
ways will be) the guiding lights toward 
civilization and away from barbarism. 
When the barbarians triumph, the conse
quences are dire. (Note for example, the 
outcomes of Nazi Germany where the 
barbarians dominated the intellectuals.) 

While there is cause for criticism as we 
have seen, colleges can be an important 
civilizing force in B.C. today. Their destruc
tion is tantamount to throwing out the babw 
with the bath water. If an important civiliz
ing force is desired in our province, the 
colleges must give more emphasis to aca
demic studies, not reduce academic activi
ties. 

Can we ask for anything less? We need 
much more.O 

Dr. Claudio Violato teaches In Kwantlen College In 
Surrey, 
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ROSS REGAN 

If students are to get a 
basic education that will 
prepare them for a pro
ductive future, major 
changes are needed in 
our secondary schools 
and colleges. General 
education is fine, but 
people also need an edu
cation that will help them 
earn a living. 

©When public education evolved, thvre 
was general agreement on the purpose arid 
the means of financing schools. But we no'' v 
have a comprehensive education system 
extending from elementary through post-
secondary with no consensus on the pur
pose or the means of financing schools and 
institutions. 

We need to establish statements of pur
pose and principles that govern the policies 
and allow educators and the public to 
derive satisfaction from their participation in 
this complex educational structure. 

The process of evolving a long-term plan 
for education is vital; it must involve the 
public in collaboration with educates? to 
meet the needs not only of our young 
people but also of adults — politicians, 
employers, unions, parents, and other seg
ments of society. 

Six years ago the BCTF initiated a plan 
for involving the public in a study of educa
tional needs, but there was limited support 
from other groups. There is more informa
tion available now than ever before to 
formulate long term plans for an education 
system that will provide for social and 
economic growth in Canada. 

While it is evident that one's education 
and choice of career influences future life
style and ongoing educational needs, opin
ions differ on the extent to which career 

education should permeate the public 
school curricula- Educators advocate that 
the poor, the dii iadvantaged and the minor
ity people cin'.be saved by the schooling 
piocess, yet wi> still have a 30 per cent 
dropout rate horn secondary school* in 
Canada. ,;: 

School prpgia'm^re used' to "screen 
out" students from,1 regular English and 
mathematics courses in our time-based 
course organization of education. These 
students eventually leave or "graduate" 
with "modified" and watered down English 
and mathematics skills, and face a severe 
handicap for either employment or con
tinuing education, because employers and 
post-secondary instructors specify a higher 
level of basic skills for entry. If all students 
are to achieve a basic education that will 
prepare them for a productive future, major 
changes are necessary in the secondary 
schools. 

One Member of Parliament from B.C., 
Frank Oberle, conducted his own study in 
1981, and concluded that the current state 
of secondary education in Canada must be 
regarded as a primary contributor to our 
youth unemployment predicament. The 
Honorable Warren Allmand stated that we 
have a 28 per cent functional illiteracy rate 
and has advocated a major review of the 
education system. 
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Students need better education; they 
cannot cope with the working world when 
this basic right is denied them. Career 
education is one way to cultivate greater 
interest and purpose to the learning pro
cess, and has been proven effective when 
employers and the community are more 
directly involved in education. Put students 
who want to learn with a person who wants 
to teach and good things will happen. 

SPECIFIC PURPOSE NEEDED 

For this to be meaningful in the complex 
education system, we must be more specific 
on purpose than the policy of the Canadian 
Teachers' Federation, which states: "The 
fundamental aim of education is the intel
lectual, aesthetic, physical, emotional and 
ethical integration of individuals into com
plete persons who realize self-respect, self-
fulfillment and their relevance in society" 
(1980). 

Contrast this with the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
report for Canada in 1976, ".. . for both 
social and economic reasons, society has a 
r̂esponsibility for providing all young peo
ple with a full vocational or professional 
qualification utilisable on the labour mar
ket, upon which their future education and 
retraining may build." 

Emphasis on academic studies leading to 
university entrance still prevails as the pri
mary purpose of the secondary schools, yet 
only 12 per cent of the graduates go on to 
university and only four per cent of the 
population earn a degree. Colleges stress 
their academic transfer courses but only a 
small percentage of students continue their 
education and complete a university de
gree. Today the colleges are no longer a 
domain of the young, as mature adults 
recognize the need for upgrading of their 
education to meet technological change. 
Projections of future enrolment show a 
steep increase in the college population 
above the age of 35, according to a 1982 
report from BCIT. 

The present college and institute system 
in B.C. evolved from the melding of re
gional vocational schools and community 
colleges in 1972. Today 22 institutions are 
attempting to serve a wide variety of spe
cialized functions to meet personal and 
career needs of individuals. However, there 
is no stated purpose that has been agreed to 
by educators and the population they 
serve. At a time when most education 
systems are experiencing severe cutbacks, 
British Columbia is fortunate in being able 
to increase the operating budget by 12 per 
cent, but long-term plans arc needed to 
establish priorities. 

Based on recent studies, Canada has a 
serious problem in providing education and 

training to meet current labor needs. Pre
cise forecasts of employment needs are 
very difficult to compile but there is increas
ing public sentiment for training Canadians 
for jobs in Canada. There has been a 
significant decline in offshore recruitment 
for skilled occupations but the Honorable 
Lloyd Axworthy estimates that over 20,000 
trained people will be admitted to Canada 
each year for the next 10 years. 

The federal government has been di
rectly involved in funding employment 
training programs for 70 years and future 
grants will be based on projected economic 
and industrial needs of the country. In the 
proposed legislation for a new Adult Train
ing Act to replace the Adult Occupational 
Training Act of 1977, the federal govern
ment plans to fund "targeted programs" 
that will lead to adequate employment 
preparation of individuals who need the 
education to be employable. 

Provincial priorities have tended to fol
low the availability of federal funds, and the 
colleges and institutes will continue to be 
governed by this influence. 

Educators at all levels need a process to 
assess the requirements of society before 
taking rigid positions for or against the 
priorities set by provincial and federal gov
ernments. An advertisement in the Vancou
ver Sun earlier this year indicated that 
Kwantlen College needed a philosophy 
instructor to teach courses including exis
tentialism, epistomology, ethics, meta
physics and history of philosophy. At a time 
when our country is in extreme financial 
and economic difficulty, one can justifiably 
question the wisdom of priorities set by 
educators. General education and transfer
able academic credits are fine, but people 
also need to obtain education and training 
that will help them to earn a living and 
contribute to the economic and social bene
fit of society. 

INVOLVE THE PUBLIC 

As we move away from the institutional 
delivery of courses with new technology for 
learning, more people can benefit from a 
broad offering of general academic courses. 
Educators are struggling with the means to 
adapt instruction to the new methods and 
may be able to reduce some education 
costs. Again, long term plans are needed to 
adapt education to new educational tech
nology and distance learning concepts. 

Schools have always had their critics but 
one of the ways to avoid general criticism is 
to involve the public in a formal and 
meaningful partnership with educators in 
the determination of policies at all levels of 
the system. Parent advisory councils for the 
elementary and secondary schools, and 

industry and community advisory commit
tees for post-secondary institutions can be 
used to review any new proposals and to set 
priorities. On the basis of policies and goals, 
advisory groups can review objectives and 
evaluate the success of any educational 
process. As the public demands more ac
countability, it should also become more 
active in planning and assessing results of 
the public investment in education. 

Standards of performance are needed 
and competency-based education is a con
cept that has potential for most schools and 
institutions. Moving from time-based re
quirements to performance-based curricula 
and mastery learning will require a major 
shift in the philosophical attitude of many 
educators and their view of the purpose of 
schools. Educators would be required to 
specify goals, objectives and evaluation 
methods in clear and precise language that 
could be readily digested by the students 
and by the community. 

INSTITUTE LEADS THE WAY 

One institution in the province is doing 
that now. The faculty of the Pacific Marine 
Training Institute has adopted the 
competency-based model in designing the 
curriculum for courses leading to Master 
Mariner and First Class Marine Engineer 
status. Instructional content of physics, 
mathematics, chemistry and English is 
combined with the technological content of 
courses in a manner that clearly identifies 
the desired performance levels for students. 
Results are determined by examinations set 
by the federal Department of Transport, 
and there is consensus on the purpose of 
the training. The marine industry plays an 
active part in establishing the goals of the 
programs leading to the acquisition of both 
social and technical skills for persons to 
work on local and ocean-going vessels. 

If educators are to avoid fragmentation 
and discord by reacting to external influ
ences regarding the purpose of school 
programs, they must collaborate with the 
public to establish the purpose of educa
tion. 

The future progress of Canada wiil be 
determined by our ability to survive in a 
technologically oriented world, and we 
must prepare people with the education 
they need/Short term solutions will'not 
solve long term problems in education. 

Teachers and parents can work together, 
and instructors and employers can collabo
rate on the educational needs that must be 
provided in this decade. We can do more 
for less money if there is a unified effort. O 

Dr. Ross Regan has served on the BCTF Executive 
Committee and recently completed doctoral studies In 
technical vocational education. 
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tress on Schools 
tress on Families 

Distress for Kids 
Cutbacks in spending on education mean that 

schools must reply more heavily on homes to support 
and supplement * he work of teachers. But fewer 

families in these hard times can keep pace with what 
the schools require of them. Inevitably, children are 

the losers. 

NANCY S. JACKSON 
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The following is the summary of an 
information paper prepared for the Cana
dian Teachers'Association by Ms. Jackson. 
Copies of the complete paper are available 
for $2.00 each from CTF at 110 Argyle 
Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K2P1B4. 

THE FAMILY IN THE 
CONTEXT OF CHANGE. 

©It is a time of economic crisis for families. 
There is more money going out and less 
money coming in, for more families. 

Children feel the economic squeeze as 
well, and they take the difference with them 
to school. 

Older students feel the pressure to take a 
part-time job after school, to earn spending 
money if not to help pay the rent, or to buy 
gas for the family car. 

Younger students may be unable to 
participate in sports programs or music 
programs, because they have no means to 
earn the money. 

Some students feel embarrassed about 
tut having the same equipment as others 
do, like a calculator in math class. 

Mothers used to provide for their families 
• by cooking, canning and sewing. Now, 

many of the things her family needs cannot 
be made with her labor at home — ice 
skates, calculators — and many other ex
penses cannot be met with her labor— like 
the mortgage payment, and the heating 
bills. It is no longer economical for her to 
stay home; she can acquire more value for 
her family through her wages than she can 
contribute by staying home. 

This is the context for the changing 
profile of the average Canadian home. A 
majority of households no longer have a 
full-time worker in the home, whether they 
be families with the lone parent in the labor 
force, second earner families, or collective 
households. Families with "mother at 
home" are now an exception to the rule, 
and declining in numbers. 

This also means that in a majority of 
homes, parents are facing increasing pres
sures. They need more time and they need 
more money to meet the needs of their 
families. It seems nearly impossible for most 
families to^et both. When parents are 
employed outside the home, there are 
significant changes in the amount and kind 
of time they have available for their children 
and for the.school. 

For the family with higher income with 
the wife employed outside the home, things 
are a little more flexible. Her earnings are 
not required to meet the basics, so they can 
be spent in ways that make the family more 
free, including replacing her services in the 
home. She gains both time and money by 
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taking a job. So does her family. So does 
the school. She is in a better position to 
participate on the consultative committee, 
contribute funds to the sports campaign, 
buy a cheesecake for the raffle, or spend 
more time helping her daughter with her 
math problems. Everybody benefits. 

In families with middle and lower in
comes, the added income of a second 
earner will relieve the pressure of keeping 
pace with expenses — mortgage, food, 
heating. If her earnings are good, they will 
also provide some discretionary spending 
such as music lessons, or ice skates. 

But her income will not be sufficient to 
buy her own replacement at home as well, 
so the cost to her of having an income is the 
added burden of the double work load. She 
will still go home and do three-quarters of 
what she did before. So she pays a high 
price in her own lost time It adds a new kind 
of pressure, and takes away some of the 
things she used to do for her family, and for 
the school as well. No more cookies for the 
bake sale, library volunteer work, or consul
tative committees. 

The education of 
children is at stake 

In the face of these multiple pressures on 
home life, it is often the expectations of the 
school that will fail to be met. This will be 
true for the student who is over-tired after 
work and consistently fails to get his or her 
homework done. It will also be true for the 
parent who finds it harder to be available to 
supervise homework, take a trip to the 
library, or help out with the remedial read
ing group. The same parents will be the 
ones saying "No" to the Christmas concert, 
and "No" to the field trip, and will fail to 
show up on time for the, parent /teacher 
interview. 

These changes in the organization of 
personal lives are rooted in fundamental 
changes in the economic and social fabric of 
Canadian society. They can be expected to 
remain for the foreseeable future; the status 
quo ante cannot be reinstated 

The changes cannot be understood 
solely as matters of personal preferences, or 
merely as expressions of changing social 
values, nor as an artifact of the women's 
movement. Rather it is the case that the 

socio-economic fabric itself is shifting, of 
which the family and the school are only a 
part. 

THE SCHOOL: SETTING 
STANDARDS FOR T H E HOME 

Education, as well as the family, is in a 
continuous process of change and develop
ment. In thinking about the relation of 
education to the family, it is essential to 
keep in mind this dynamic. Schools and 
families are swept along in a process of 
historical change in which the expectations 
and assumptions that are part of the rela
tion between them also change. Thus for 
educators, tbeproblem is not merely one of 
families living up to some perennial set of 
obligations. Rather, expectations keep 
changing in relation to the changing social 
context and changing educational prac-' 
tices. 

The school establishes standards for the 
home through the routine expectations it 
has of children. The home comes to be 
organized, in part, around the work of 
satisfying these expectations of the school 
As the school changes its practice, it has the 
effect of changing the standards to which 
the home, and the mother in particular, are 
expected to comply. 

IN THE CLASSROOM 

The elementary classroom teacher has 
perhaps been the most aware of the ways in 
which his or her work depends upon the 
home if plans and expectations for the day's 
activities are to be successful. Tired and 
hungry children don't learn well and are 
often disruptive. The provision of proper 
food, rest and clothing, on a daily schedule 
that conforms to the school's timetable, are 
thus the most basic way in which mothers 
meet the schools' requirements for their 
children. Even some of these very basic 
expectations change, for instance as con
ventions of appropriate dress and standards 
of health, hygiene and grooming have 
changed and developed over time. 

Other aspects of the schools' expecta
tions of students are less obvious, and have 
been less well documented. Recently some 
interesting work has begun to appear that 
explores the learning that takes place in the 
home in such areas as language develop
ment and patterns of social interaction. 
These are specific skills that many school 
processes take for granted, but that depend 
on particular kinds of training that mothers 
give their children at home. Thus they form 
a kind of hidden work order for mothers. 

As methods of classroom organization 
and lesson design change and develop over 
time, the expectation of particular skills 
learned in the home shifts as well. Recently 
there is an increased interest In the ways 



that mothering practices change in re
sponse to currents and trends in educa
tional methods. This happens most among 
middle class mothers who are anxious to 
provide the best possible preparation for 
their children to satisfy the expectations of 
the school. 

OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM 

There is also a well established tradition 
of expectations between the school and the 
immediate community of parents it serves. 
This relation changes over time in response 
to a number of formal and informal prac
tices. For example, shifting funding formu
las make changes in the degree to which a 
school requires its own community of par
ents to provide it with operating funds. 
Changing staffing practices determine the 
degree to which the school needs the 
assistance of volunteers from the commu
nity in various capacities in the classroom, 
the lunchroom, the office or the play
ground. The professional practice of a 
particular teaching staff affects what is ex
pected of parents in co-operative, extra
curricular activities and organizations such 
as a PTA. 

Perhaps the best example of an increase 
in these expectations is the development of 
the community school concept, and more 
recently, the introduction of parent consul
tative committees in the schools. The com
munity school model was hailed as a means 
to make schools more responsive to the 
social and educational needs of their imme
diate communities. 

This model of co-operative relations be
tween the school and the community places 
a number of demands on parents and 
others in the community. It involves parents 
iri the processes of planning and decision
making on a variety of issues, from the use 
of facilities to policy on discipline. It empha
sizes the involvement of parents and other 
adults in the classroom to aid with class
room projects and /or supplementary in
struction. Thus, both time and expertise of 
various kinds are required of parents to fulfil 
the terms of this co-operative relation with 
the school. 

THE CONTEXT OF CHANGE 

Two familiar developments in the school 
are noteworthy here. One is the movement 
toward more standardization of curriculum 
and evaluation, and increased accountabil
ity for classroom practices. The second is 
the reduction in the level of support services 
as a result of cutbacks in educational spend
ing. The effect of these two policies has 
been to make the performance standards 
for students (and teachers) more rigid at the 
same time as limiting the resources availa
ble to teachers in meeting the particular 
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educational needs of the individual or the 
community. Both of these policies result in 
increased demands on teachers. They also 
result in intensification, both directly and 
indirectly, of the demands on parents. 

Indirect demands on parents arise as 
teachers are less able to attend to individual 
needs in the classroom. The needs do not 
disappear; they show up elsewhere. Par
ents increasingly do the work of mediating 
between the particular needs of the child 
and the increasingly inflexible school en
vironment. 

The child may need more time at home 
with school lessons, if individual help is less 
forthcoming at school. Fewer contact hours 
per child with the speech consultant or the 
remedial reading teacher may mean that 
the parent needs to spend more time doing 
drills and exercises at home. Less contact 
time with the librarians may mean that the 
child needs more help with his or her term 
project. 

Heavier caseloads for the social worker, 
the nurse, or Ihe school psychologist may 
mean that the parent carries more of the 
burden if problems arise. Less access to the 
guidance counsellor means that the work of 
educational counselling, selecting courses 
and programs, is left for the families to do, 
however ill prepared they may be. When 
the handicapped child is placed in the 
regular classroom, the need for the work of 
mediation by the parent becomes particu
larly acute, as the new teacher may be 
unfamiliar with the unusual needs of this 
student, and may be too busy to notice. 

MORE DEMANDS ON PARENTS 

More direct demands on parents also 
spring up in the wake of budget reductions. 
More volunteer time is requested by the 
school: in the library, the school office, the 
lunchroom, the playground. There are 
more fund raising events and requests for 
contributions to support playground equip
ment, sports programs, and field trips that 
are included in the school program but 
omitted from the budget. More participa
tion is requested in such tasks as organizing 
and staffing field trips, collecting classroom 
materials, supervising sports events, or as
sisting with remedial groups. 

Thus, both inside the classroom and out, 
limitations on resources in the school mean 
an intensification of demands on the home 
to make up the difference. Parents, like 
teachers, have to do more work to get the 
same results from the school. 

Not all families, or all communities of 
families, are equally well prepared to fulfil 
these functions the school variously re
quires and expects from them. In fact, those 
communities with the greatest educational 
needs are often precisely the ones that have 

The school establishes standards for the 
home through the routine expectations it 
has of children. The home organizes, in 
part, around the work of satisfying the 
expectations of the school. /, 

the least resources — time, money, exper
tise — to support and supplement the work 
of the school. 

For many families, the expectations of 
the .school are unfamiliar, confusing, and 
even threatening. And the consequences of 
fulfilling those expectations are not readily 
understood. The students' lack of compli
ance with routine expectations of the school 
is not seen aii a problem originating in the 
inappropriateness of the school to the edu
cational needs of these students and their 
families. Rather, it is seen as an indication of 
the culturally or educationally disadvan
taged family background of the individual. 

CONCLUSION 

Both the home and the school are strug
gling with declining resources. Cutbacks in 
educational spending mean that in both 
formal and informal ways, the schools are 
increasing their reliance on the homes to 
support and supplement the work of educa
tors. 

Meanwhile, an increasing number of 
homes have fewer resources to spare. Costs 
are rising faster than incomes; there is more 
job insecurity and less mobility; more fami
lies depend upon two incomes to survive; 
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No longer is the carefree enjoyment shown 
by this boy characteristic of most students. 
As the economy has turned down, more 
and more students have felt the economic 
squeeze, and they are coming to school as 
changed people. 

and more mothers are managing families 
with absent fathers. 

These trends show little sign of reversing 
for either the home or the school for the 
forseeable future. We have come to the end 
of the period of post-war prosperity in 
which both families and schools enjoyed 
expanding budgsts and high expectations. 

Now we find growing dissatisfaction on 
both sides. Alienation increases among 
growing numbers of students and parents 
faced with school programs based on ex
pectations to which they cannot conform. 
Disillusionment increases among educators 
as their expectations are consistently not 
fulfilled by a growing number of homes. 
Nobody can see clearly where the trouble is 
coming from. But many people observe 
that fewer and fewer families seem to keep 
pace successfully with what the schools 
require of them. 

Indeed, it is only those communities in 
which families have the greatest resources 
that can successfully fulfil what the school 
expects. Those who are most able to sup
port and supplement the resources of the 
school with their own time, money and 
expertise are in the very best position to 
derive benefit under the present policies. 

The largest number of homes are not in 
the best position. In fact, those communities 

with the greatest educational needs will also 
be those with the least time and skills to 
supplement the work of educators, inside or 
outside of the classroom. 

This crisis in educational resources is 
more than a jurisdictional dispute. What is 
at stake is the education of our children. 
The risk we run is that of creating shortfalls 
in the resources that are essential to sustain
ing a quality learning environment. The net 
result can only be a decline in the educa
tional achievement of an increasing propor
tion of Canadian students. O 

Nancy Jackson teaches al UBC, Faculty of Education. 
She is a consultant and researcher in the labor force. 

BCTF LESSON AIDS 
M60 
TRAVELS IN KENYA by Hugh Logie. A package 

j of 110 colored slides, one 23-tninute cassette 
* commentary, and a two-page printed introduc

tion with up-dated materials on Kenya. $69.85 

M100 
INDIANS bF BRITISH COLUMBIA. Thirty-five 
black-and-white slides of archive photos serve 
as a resource on various aspects of Indian Life, 
Deals mainly with coastal tribes. Includes; 
excerpts from photographers' diaries and com
ments oh each'slide..-; $21.00 

To order the above-listed slide sets, please 
enclose a cheque or money order to the BCTF 
Lesson Aids Service, 2235 Buw'd Street, 
Vancouver, BCV6J 3H9. 
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©What is the single most important fact of 
human life in the 20th century? 

Without a doubt, it is the undeniable fact 
that the 20th century may be the-fast 
century of human existence. 

Yet, strangely enough, this great truth is 
rarely brought up in classrooms, arid bur 

/5ludents are infrequently exposed to even a 
Brief unit on the nuclear holocaust. 

•At least that's tli¥ way it used to be; iately 
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think it is, then we, the teachers, should 
consider ways in which classroom con-
sciousness can be raised in a productive 
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2. "Why waste your worry?!S^;teji^;" 
students about the horror of nuclear'war 
might depress them, and then suppose W^^^WMM 
doesn't happen. We'll have worried abdutff 
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|^^?4jo^g . ;Pwplc who hve.-on volcanoes ' 
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B l l Hliill 

J^Sof jhlstory, fve read a,!ot'cf<"" 
^tKPve seen very Htflc evidence-. 

JusHfyjQile conclusionthat colletiS 

p#fj^f^ js(|rve detected this attitudê  enough 
•ll^iSi-g-fiij^l^be able to say it's pretty common. 

' i''~Hea«1nthe sand, again. 
> * "-S.̂ 'It's not fair to expose students to 

••K'Jsv»x.th,ese' horrors they can't do anything 
< 7' about." Even if it were true that nuclear war.; 

• ~" • * is inevitable, students, in my opinion, ought 
;5;%-<r to be told what is going to kill them. Besides,; 

they, the students, might be the ones to 
solve this problem that we, the adults, have 
created for them. 

6. "We must first create a better world 
before it's worth saving." Again, a common; 
comment, and again, as 1 see;if,?.il!ogical. 
Essence before existence? I'm of the old 

•school of thought I'd like to survive and I'd 
like my children to survive. "Humanity" 

anight hot.be worth saving, but you are (and; 
your'children are, too)! 

' .7.' "Ifs O K to save the world but it's got 
to be done right way." This is the brunt 
of the pofitical problem..Brezhnev would 
gladly* save the world the" "socialist" way 

• and Reagan wouldn't mind preventing nu
clear war if it can be done without giving up 
our "freedoms." We must learn to compro-

•mise. To save humankind from the fate of 
the dinosaurs is more important than quib
bling over how it should be done. 

8. "We don't matter on the cosmic scale 
so what does it matter if we blow ourselves •: 

•• up" This cynical argument is always in the 
backs of our minds/and I've found it to be 

•pretty common among students, as well. 
•: Buti it is factually wrong. We represent a 
very high level of order m the universe. As 

. Garl Sagan puts it, "We are the universe's 
way of knowing itself." We may very well be 
the only form of conscious life In. the 
cosmos, and to snuff out the light of intelli
gence seems wrong, just plain wrong. 

9. "The wicked will perish but the right
eous shall be saved "Thanks a lot! > 

10. "What's the use of telling these poor 
kids about nuclear war when we can't tell; 
them what to do about it?" This argument is 
a senous one, and I'd like to deal with it at 
length. - -. • 

THE COUNTER ARGUMENT 
At the outset, let me declare myself; 1 am 

certain that global nuclear (or chemical, or 
biological — take your pick!) war is wrong, \ 
wrong, WRONG! It's not only wrong mor-\ 
ally, it's wrong biologicjlly: It cannot be the 

: will of God that we should cruelly put each 
•other to death. It's even* aesthetically 
wrong. Four billion hunks of smoking radio-
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the world 
spends on 

active flesh don't just seem revolting, they 
are revolting. 

If you agree with this strong stand (and I 
believe every intelligent human being with 
a minimal degree of moral sensitivity, given 
the facts, and time to think, will arrive at this 
same conclusion), it becomes a moral duty 
to talk about nuclear war with your stu
dents. If your views on nuclear war are less 
emotional, it is still worthwhile to ask your
self just why you shouldn't introduce a little 
nuclear knowledge into your curriculum. 

Now. finally, the big question: "HOW?" 
There ar<? now many good films available at 
the district cultural libraries (for example, 
War Without Winners, War Games, Essay 
On War) and some videotapes (many 
teachers will have seen the Dr. Helen 
Caldecott tape at the last AGM; it's availa
ble). I recommend these films followed by 
an unhurried free-flowing, low-key discus
sion as a very efficient starting point. Also, I 
suggest teachers adopt a factual approach, 
not a moralistic one, to nuclear war. Stu
dents, I have found, are intensely interested 
in this subject, but are, just like adults, easily 
driven into a state of helpless apathy. 

Accordingly, always present these facts in 
a cheerful manner. I usually tel! my students 
we, humankind, have a 50 per cent chance 
of survival and that all of humanity's prob
lems are, in principle, soluble. (This depres
ses some, but cheers up others.) The funda
mental aim is to get your classes to see the 
nuclear holocaust as an ordinary problem 
— a big one, to be sure, but really when you 
look at it calmly, a problem that is caused by 
human beings, and hence can be solved by 
human beings. 

Go to it. You may enjoy itO 

Jack Boulogne teaches in Princess Margaret Secondary 
School in Surrey. 

Continued from page 75 

IMPROVING COMMUNICATIONS 
Since the sources of retirement income 

encompass personal savings, employer-
sponsored pension plans, Canada Pension 
Plan, Old Age Security and its adjuncts, 
communication and financial and pre
retirement planning become essential in
gredients to improving the lot of people in 
retirement; The various sources of income, 
the integration of employer-sponsored -
plans with CPP/OAS, the rules governing 
RRSPs, etc., and the income tax implica
tions all point to 'he need for a greatly 
improved understanding of how everything 
fits together. 

Further, if people are to be at least partly 
responsible for their own retirement in-
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come, planning must be continuous 
throughout their working lives. 

We therefore recommend that all plan 
sponsors provide financial planning infor
mation to their members, and for those 
tuithin 10 years of retirement, pre
retirement planning seminars. " 

Further, we recommend thai all plan 
sponsors make a concerted effort to pre
pare explanatory booklets and information 
on their pension plans (financial, invest
ments, benefits, etc.) in a fashion readily 
comprehensible by the average employee. 

ADMINISTRATION 
Every plan should provide for the estab

lishment of a board of trustees with equal 

representation from the employer(s) and 
from the employees, with an independent 
chairperson. Where possible one of the 
employee representatives should be from 
the retired group. 

POSSIBLE B.C. 
PENSION PLAN 

We consider the possibility of a British 
Columbia Pension Plan to have merit. 
However, investments of contributions and 
benefits should be controlled in the same 
manner as those in private pension plans. O 

Bruce Watson is an assistant director of the B C T F s 
Government Division. 
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SOCIALIZING GIRLS FOR FAILURE 

JO-ANN HANNAH 

©"Why didn't women ever achieve any
thing?" The temptation is to say because 
women never had wives ("Behind Every 
Successful Man..."). 

But seriously now, there are two trends in 
research to account for women's apparent 
lack of achievement in leadership and intel
lectual areas. One trend is that women are 
biologically inferior (or that n len are biologi
cally superior).vThe other trend looks at the 
environment and'new women are actually 
socialized to be "natural" mothers and stay 
away from intellectual achievements. 

The bio'.ogy issue goes back to the 1800s 
when doctors weighed brains and found 
men's brains heavier. This pioved scientifi
cally (the church was losing its hold) what 
was already believed: men are smarter than 
women. 

Are men smarter? At adolescence some 
studies (less than 10 per cent) show males 
slightly ahead in mathematics, and females 
slightly ahead in verbal skills..This doesn't 
mean that all males are ahead iamath/The.: 
majority of scores are the same;for males' 
and females, but a few top male scores are 
better than the top female scores. The 
reverse occurs for verbal tests. , 

Interestingly enough, this slight male ad
vantage for a small number of males on 
some studies has been cause for massive* 
research grants to see if it is genes, hor
mones, or. brain lateralization that makes 
males superior in mathematics. Little 
money has gone into researching biological 
reasons for female verbal superiority. In 
fact, verbal ability is often deemed environ- • 
mental: young boys are at a disadvantage 
since they don't relate to. their female 
primary teachers as well as girls do. 

Biological research hasn't provided us 
with conclusive answers and still leaves us 
with plenty of questions. If there is a 
biological reason for sex differences in 

ability, then why aren't the test scores 
farther apart? Since the difference is so 
small, why is.there such a huge deficit of 
women in mathematics and science/', ̂ nd. 
looking ui the situation from another per
spective, if women excel in verbal ability, 
why aren't we the majority of lawyers, 
politicians, diplomats, and public relations 
officers? 

It appears that the push to find a biologi
cal sex difference that explains women's 
lack of achievement is not scientific but 
political. If there is a math gene in men that 
accounts for their greater numbers in that 
field, the not so subtle implication is that it is 
useless to encourage women to go into 
mathematics. And so the status quo is 
maintained. If, however, socialization ac
counts for the differences in male and 
female achievement, society must recog
nize its injustice and change. And the 
change will cost money. 

Turning from biological factors, let's look 
at socialization. Young girls tend to play with. 
toys that set the path for motherhood, are 
people oriented, and facilitate verbal skills: 

<i> dolls, house, sewing and cooking sets, and 
vmake-up. Boys, on the other hand, have: 
building blocks (which are excellent for 
developing spatial-math skills), robots, 
chemistry sets, GI Joe dolls (how does one 
converse with a trained killer?), and com
puter games. These toys set the way for 
science and mathematics. 

But a more subtle discrimination arises. 
, Hoffman (1972) found that girls are more 
• likely to be "mommy's helper" and that 
boys will be left to play with their toys. 

. Consequently, girls are developing verbal 
skills while boys are developing problem: 

: solving and concentration skills. These skills 
are crucial for cognitive development. 

Boys also develop problem solving stra
tegies through the tasks they are assigned. 
Jeanne Block has found that adults will 
explain how to do a task to a boy and then 

let him do it. They are more likely to simply 
do the task for the girl or hover over each 
step, their hand poised just over hers. The 
boy becomes rich in experience and gains a 
repertoire of strategies to apply to new 
challenges. The girl looks for help. 

As children get older their games show 
different cognitive abilities. While both 
sexes have game rules, boys' games also 
use strategies, while girls' games use proce
dures. Boys require team work to figure out 
a play in soccer; girls need only remember' 
which way the hopscotch pattern goes. 

Not only are cognitive skills encouraged 
in boys, actual achievement is more likely to 
be rewarded for boys. A study by Crandall 
(1978) with Grade 4 students showed that 
adults will praise high achieving boys but 
not high achieving girls. The adult tutors 
would praise the boy for his ability but 
respond to the girl's correct answers with . 
comments like: "That was an easy one." Is it 
that we are uncomfortable when girls act 
out of their sex role? Do we see an achiev
ing girl as "uppity?" Whatever our logic the 
girl gets two messages: (1) there is no 
reward in being a high achiever, and (2) she 
doesn't have ability but does well because 
of such external factors as luck and the 
easiness of a task. 

As educators we have the responsibility 
to help all our students reach their full 
potential. Given the ingrained sexism of our 
society this is not an easy task. It is not 
enough to open the computer course to 
both sexes and then teach only boys be
cause "the girls didn't sign up." We must j 
look more deeply into why the girls didn't 
sign up. Then we must act on our 
knowledge. O . 

Jo-Ann Hannah formerly taught in Hazelton, but Is now 
attending UBC. 
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BCTF LESSON AIDS SERVICE OFFERS 

• Over 700 teacher-prepared lesson aids for 
K-12 available at cost. Consult the Lesson 
Aids catalogue in your school staffroom or 
library and order by mail or in person. 

• Financial assistance for curriculum 
materials development. 

• Microcomputer centre—an Apple DI Plus 
system for teacher use ana software 
exchange. 

• Display binder service—10 sets of lesson 
aid display binders are available for loan to 
schools or conference sites. 

« Lamination service. 

For information, please contact 
Lesson Aids Service, 2235 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6j 3H9 or telephone 
731-8121, toll free 112-800-663-9163. 

Office and display room hours: 
Monday to Friday 09:00 to 17:00 
Saturday 09:00 to 13:00. 

D D L 

L o o n 
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ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE 
Fii!ly-farn. 2-bdrm home for reel In Nelson, 
B.C. Basement, garage. Available Feb. '83 to Sept. 
"811. Tel: 352-3895 after 6:00 p.m. 

ACCOMMODATION •- HOLIDAY 
Maul, Oatia, Kanal, Hawaii Studio, 1, 2, 3 Bed. 
CONDOMINIUMS & HOUSES & CARS. 942-4i90. 

Christmas '82 In the Bahamas. Reserv»'.'ons in 
deluxe condo. For more information call Carclynn 
964-6835. Don't wait. 

Katie's Bed n' Breakfast. Christmas shopping, 
holidays, conventions, skiing? Enjoy yourself in 
Victorian style: minutes to downtown or Grouse 
Mountain by bus, seabus, or car. Write or phone: 
217 E. Keith Rd., North Vancouver. BC V7L 1V4. 
987-lo*?? 

Shi Ml. Washington and stay o',l the mountain. 
Condo available at reasonable rind varied rates. 
Sleeps up to 8 people. Phone 338-8697 or 334-2"35. 

SKI ACCOMMODATION—FREE SERVICE. 
Your holiday home can make money during empty 
weeks. Our agent can let it fur you to respectable 
guests. For holiday home rentals in B.C. or Britain 
phone 929-4161. 

KlheL Maul. Condo, one or 2 br/bath. on beach, 
sleeps 4/6. All amen. ANSLEY 521-2804. 

ACCOMMODATION—SWAP 
Four bedroom home near White Rock (30 
minutes from Vancouver) for exchange with a home 
in the Cariboo from Dec. 26, 1982 to Jan. 2, 1983 
or a portion thereof. Phone 531-3687 or write Doug 
Oram. 1454 161st St., Surrey, BC V4A 4X8. 

Teachirn family of three and non-shedding dog will 
need ? restful vacation Dec. 27 to Jan. 2. If you live 
on a 'jutf Island, near Victoria, or in Whistler, and 
would like to trade houses (near UBC), please call 
Reg or Sherry, 228-9697. 

HOLIDAYS—TRAVEL 
Israel. "The Trip of a Lifetime'' (Retired Teacher's 
Special). Fabulous 10 Day Tour to Israel for 
retired teachers! Get away to the sun and see the 
cradle of three of the world's great religions. All 
inclusive price from Vancouver Is $2499 (Can. 
funds). Tour Includes: direct jet air fare to Israel, 1st 
class hotels, 2 meals per day, tour escort, limited tour 
membership, folklore evening, all entrance fees, 
cruise on Sea of Galilee, kibbutz stay, tiuses and 
guides, all tips and taxes. See Jerusalem, Bethlehem, 
Nazareth, Galilee, Tel-Aviv, Haifa, Jericho, Dead 
Sea, Messada and much more. 5-day add-on tours 
available in Egypt, Greece or Rome for 15 day 
combined tours. "An Educational and Cultural 
Experience of a lifetime." Departure dates: February 
14. April 18, May 23. Cut-off date—30 days before 
departure. For Information, write or phone: Teach-

A-Trip Tours Ltd., 9349 - 120th Street, Delta, BC 
V4C 6R8. Phone 936-6463 or 588-8336. 

Greece for "83"—28-day all Inclusive trip. Airfare, 
transfers, lodging, 7 days Island of Skopelos, 7 days 
motor sailing, 5 nights Island of Tlnos, 4 days Ancient 
Greere, 4 nights Athens. Only $2695.00 Calgary 
departures. B.C. departures available. Ski 'n' Sun 
Tours. MacDonald Travel. '008 - 513-8th Ave. S.W., 
Cfllgary. Call: 403-266-2331. 

South Es£2 Arte Tour — Java and Ball — 
Dec. 18, 1932 - Jan. 4, 1983. Delve into the 
mysteries of Indonesia: a rich blend of historical and 
religious influences that has resulted in an incredible 
array of cultural expression, of special interest to 
social studies, art, and music teachers. Tour leader 
is Leslie Stanfck, a professional artist and teacher, 
who has lived and travelled throughout Indonesia. 
For complete Information contact Ventra Travel 
Services Ltd., 5915 West Boulevard., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6M 3X1. Telephone: 263-1951 or 
112-800-663-3364 (for outside Vancouver). Call 
soon as space is limited. 

ffSH SALE 
Well established Nursery School on the S.E. 
coast of England. Long waiting list, fully equipped 
in well built detached house, three bedroom, fully 
furnished. Present owner anticipating retirement. 
Asking price $155,000 (negotiable) Includes Good
will. Further details: 922-7173. 

University of V ictor ia 
The Faculty of Education at the University of Victoria 
is offering programs for part-time and full-time study 
leading to Ph.D., M.A., and M.Ed, degrees. 

SUMMER GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
New intakes for summer-based M.Ed, programs will 
begin Summer 1983 in the following areas: 

Art Education (subject to approval) 
Curriculum Studies 
Educational Administration 
Language Arts 
Mathematics 
Science • 
Social Studies 
Special Education 

ADDITIONAL WINTER PROGRAMS 
Counselling Psychology^ 
Educational Psychology 
Music Education v : ; 

Physical Education v, 

In most of the above areai:> fiili-time Master's programs 
are available in the 1982-83 academic year. Ph.D. 
programs in Language, Arts and Educational 
Psychology are also offered. Qualified students (B 
average in the last 30 units of undergraduate work) 
are invited to apply. Financial awards are available to 
academically superior full-fime students. 

Faculty of Education 
STAFF ASSOCIATE PROGRAM: 
Staff Associateships will be offered to highly qualified 
applicants interested in full-time graduate work in 
Education at the Ph.D. and Master's degree levels. Each 
associate will be granted $7500 for the year to assist 
in the work of the Faculty of Education. 

MASTER'S DEGREE IN EDUCATIONAL 
ADMINISTRATION (Co-operative Option): 
This co-operative program consists of two summer 
sessions and an.intervening winter session. A six-
month internship, involving a variety of administrative 
assignments and a research project is completed in 
an educational organization. Interns receive a salary 
of $1850 per month worked, paid by the organization, 
for their professional services. Applicants must have 
successful administrative experience, high academic 
standing, and excellent references. This is an intensive 
professional program with a practical orientation. ; 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Ms. Sarah Baylow 
Secretary of Graduate Programs 
Faculty of Education 
University of Victoria 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y2 
Telephone (604) 721-7882 
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o @ GRACE E. FUNK 

Opinions expressed in these reviews are those oj 
the reviewers, and not necessarily those of the 
B.C. Teachers' Federation, the editor or the new 
books editor. Reviews are edited for clarity and 
length. 

Addresses are given for publishers not listed in 
Books in Print, Canadian Publishers' Directory, 
or Books from British Columbia. 

ACROSS THE DESK 

©By some chance, many of the books on 
the review shelf this month concern the 
uses and usages of the English tongue. 

M. H. Scarglll, who is Professor Emeritus, 
University of Victoria and is probably 
known to many readers, has added to his 
previous nine works An English Handbook 
(Sono Nis,1982), being a handbook of 
correct usage, useful for persons learning 
English. Saxon MennS, writing for the Ox
ford University Press, has produced Writing 
for Effect (1979), a small handbook on 
rhetoric, useful in senior English classes. 
Further along the way is Author and Editor 
at Work: making a better book by Elsie 
Myers Stainton (University of Toronto 
Press, 1982) dedicated to the memory of 
William Strunk Jr. In an agreeably humor
ous style, she imparts some usage, some 
publishers' problems, some common sense 
in personal dealings and some useful refer
ence books. 

On to the finished product—Oxford has 
published An Anthology of Canadian Liter
ature in English Volume I edited by Russell 
Brown and Donna Bennett. A 674-page 
quality paperback, it includes excerpts from 
40 authors, arranged chronologically by 
their birthdates from 1776 to 1914. It is 
intended as a text, and provided with the 
usual introduction, footnotes, etc. Michael 
Tremblay was born much after 1914 (in 
1942). His work and influence is presented 
by Renate Usmiani in Michael Tremblay: 

. Studies in Canadian Literature 15 (Douglas 
and Mclntyre, 1982). 

If all this appeals to you, maybe you 
should be introducing your students to H. 
O. Barrett's English, in the Student Subject 
and Careers Series published by the Guid
ance Centre. Thirty-three occupations are 
"of interest to students of English." 

Finally, so that we may truly be aware of 
the power of our language, Wsibte Lan
guage, a quarterly concerned with all that is 

involved in our being literate (published by 
Visible Literacy, Box 1972CMA. Cleveland, 
Ohio 44106), included in the spring 1982 
issue the full proceedings of the Harvard 
Conference on Literacy and Competency, 
discussing such topics as "Literacy for Em
ployment and Social Change." 

Most of the remaining books could be 
considered "how-to": how to identify the 
Reptiles of North America (Golden, 1982); 
How to Succeed in College (William Kauf
man, 1982) very sound, personal advice; 
how to endure life in a summer cottage — 
All you need is enough rope by Christine 
Mander (Potlatch, 1982); how to profit from 
bad times by buying (and believing); David 
Ingram's Investment Guide from Hancock 
House (he throws in free cabins, motor-
boats, and airplanes); how to enjoy making 
up your day-book by using The Scholastic 
Teacher's Day-by-Day Book (Prentice-
Hall, 1982). Just to keep you honest, and 
Canadian, you had better have beside it 
The School Calendar 1982-83 put out by 
the Canadian Education Association. 

Ina more serious vein, The Positive Path, 
published by the Council for Exceptional 
Children, Southern Manitoba Chapter, tells 
how disabled Manitobans cope with their 
lives. Building a Sustainable Society by 
Lester R. Brown (George McLeod, 1981) is 
part of the endeavors of the Worldwatch 
Institute, and is concerned quite simply with 
how to preserve the world; namely, by 
stabilizing the population, the soil, the bio
logical systems, the energy sources, and, 
ultimately, society and all its values. The 
book closes with the question "Will we?". '-" 

Concerning Canadian Education in the 
1980s, (reviewed October 1982) Simon: 
Ruddell writes from Ontario: "Similar vol-: 
umes were published 20 years ago . . . if 
ever there was a profession in which it is 
hard to see where you are going or where 
you come from it's education." He draws 
attention to the views of Dr. Hamm-
Brucher, former Deputy Minister of Educa

tion for the Federal Republic of Germany, 
who reviewed Canadian education in 1975, 
and records his bewilderment at our "de
centralized and unco-operative educational 
bureaucracies." Ruddell adds, however, 
that the title is something of a misnomer and 
the book is really a history of "landmarks 
passed on our journey." O 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

The professional books listed below call 
for descriptive reviews. Few of us will have 
time to read them, yet their ideas could 
benefit us all. If one of them appeals to you, 
please write to me [do The B.C. Teacher) 
and offer to review it. 
Agenda Vol. 5 No. 1 Spring, 1982. Ottawa, 
Science Council of Canada, 1982. 22pp. 
paper free ISSN 0706-2613. Order from 
Science Council of Canada, 100 Metcalfe 
St., Ottawa, KiP 5M1. Not only do com
puters need new skills, they chance the 
structure of employment and the focus of 
decision-making. They give a student con
trol over education software, and produce a 
new kind of music. 
Altman, Hal. The teacher and the trouble
maker by Hal Altman and Kay Grose. 
Calgary, Detselig, 1982. 95pp. paper 
$9.95. 0-920490-24-7. A "how-to" book
let with emphasis on attitudes. 
Colton, David. Teacher strikes and the 
courts by David L. Colton and Edith E; 
Gralier. Toronto, D. C. Heath. 1982. 
133pp. hard $23.75. 0-669-0512-7. Read
able, but American. •> 
Fullan, Michael. The meaning of educa
tional change. Toronto, OISE Press, 1982. 
326pp. paper $19.95. 0-7744-0249-0. 
Compilation of much research (most of it 
American) on educational change and in
novation —its implementation (or lack of it) 
at local and national levels. 
Holmes, Mark. What every teacher and 
parent should know about student evalua-
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Dates: April 2 April lO 
1 Madiera: Portugal with a difference 
2 London Show Tour: Spring in London 
3 Florida Condo's Ft. Lauderdale 
4 Mazatlan Hotel: Fun 8c Sun 
5 Hawaii Condominiums 

$1449.00 
1249.00 
949,00 
749.00 
749.00 

DOWNTOWN BROADWAY RICHMOND 

PANORAMA TRAVEL LTD. 
#100 - 1130 West Pender St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4A4 
688-3551 

I.-.. 

BROADWAY TRAVEL LTD. 
943 West Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 1K3 
734-4666 

VOYAGEUR TRAVEL LTD. 
#150 - 8040 Garden City Road 
Richmond, B.C. V6Y 2N9 
270-4183 

for additional information clip attached coupon 
and mail to a participating agency listed below. 

I would like additional information on the following: 

1 • 2 D 3 D 4 • 5 • 

All • other: Specify _ _ _ ••  

Name: • •• • • • ••.• ' 

Address: 

. P o s t a l C o d e : 

. Each agency Independently owned and operated 
* /TM licensed trademarks of Uniglobe Travel (International) Inc. 
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f i o n . Toronto, OISE Press, 1982. 139pp. 
paper $8.50. 0-7744-5058-4. Written i n 
colloquial language, aimed at the classroom 
teacher; emphasizes clearly stated objec
tives for improving teaching and testing. 
Kelley, Rob. The world of computers and 
information processing. Toronto, John Wi
ley & Sons, 1982. 404pp. hard $15.96. 
0-471-79917-3. Intended as a comprehen
sive text, with self-contained modules for 
beginning and advanced students, this 
book would serve as an excellent source of 
"computer literacy" for any adult. 
Leithwood, Kenneth A., ed. Studies in 
curriculum decision making. Toronto, OISE 
Press, 1982. 312pp. paper $18.95.0-7744-
0220-2. Sixteen writers develop the con
cept of planned educational changes as 
"decision-making." Three essays describe 
teacher decision-making; six describe the 
influence of other educators; seven make 
suggestions for improvement. 
Mifflen, Frank J. and Sidney C. The sociol
ogy of education: Canada and beyond. 
Calgary, Detselig Enterprises, 1982.407pp. 
paper $18.95. 0-920490-23-9. General 
text by Canadian scholars for university 
classes, intended to explain the institutiona
lized intergeneratJonal inequality found in 
Canadian schooling. Emphasis on the vari
ous classes of Canadian society and educa
tion's function in maintaining them. 
Ragsdale, Ronald G. Computers in the 
schools: a guide for planning. Toronto, 
OISE Press, 1982. 107pp. paper $6.75. 
0-7744-5056-8. A somewhat superficial 
discussion of the educational uses of com
puters, as subjects of instruction, aids to 
instruction, and objects of instruction (i.e. 
programming). 

Stewart, Freeman K. The Canadian Educa
tion Association 1957-1977. Toronto, 
Canadian Education Association, 1982. 
132pp. paper $8.00 0-919078-76-1. For
mer executive director gives a concise ac
count of CEA's growth and history, with 
significant educational developments. 

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
Martin, Jack. Models of Classroom 
Management. Calgary, Detselig En
terprises, 1981. 188pp. paper $10.95. 
0-920490-15-8. 

This, truly, is an outstanding little book! 
In his small paperback Jack Martin, Ph.D., 
of Simon Fraser University, presents in brief 
but lucid form an analysis of the essentials 
of effective classroom management. The 
format is well-suited to the content. Indeed, 
this book might serve as required reading 
for teachers in training, and as suitable 
reference material for any educator in
volved with the classroom situation. 

The author has organized his material in 
a consistent manner throughout the four 
units of the book. Each chapter lists objec
tives, overview and rationale, principles, 
techniques and applications, readings, dis
cussion questions, application exercises 
and review questions. The foreword ex
plains the text's organization and suggests 
how the information given might be uti
lized. This similarity of presentation leads to 
ready access to information sought. 

The two chapters on behavior 
modification are particularly well written. 
Good explanations are given of such im
portant principles as "off-task" and "target" 
behavior, attention — ignorance strategy, 
descriptive praise, and positive reinforce
ment. Of particular interest are the author's 
views on punishment, which may be suit
able to, or particularly harmful to, the 
establishment of a positive learning en
vironment in the classroom. Throughout 
the book suitable emphasis is placed upon 
positive methods of developing classroom 
situations conducive to learning. 

The discussion of classroom discipline 
and control involves an examination of the 
contributions of Wm. Glasser and Jacob 
Kounin. As he does with all the topics in his 
book, the author explains the theory upon 
which Glasser's Reality Therapy is based, 
then examines techniques that may be used 
when dealing with the four unrealistic 

modes of reaction used by students with 
failure identities. Glasser's three types of 
classroom meetings are described. Simi
larly, when outlining the group manage
ment approach to classroom discipline as 
promulgated by Kounin, suitable teaching 
strategies and styles are suggested. 

in the third unit of his book the author 
examines the work of Dreikurs and Rogers 
and how their approaches to classroom 
management stress not only motivations of 
pupils but also the necessity for teachers to 
adopt teaching styles that will encourage 
personal growth and significant learning 
experiences. As he does throughout the 
book, the author gives examples, usually in 
the form of dialogue to illustrate the tech
niques under discussion. 

This book fills the need for a concise 
explanation of many valuable techniques 
that can be used to improve classroom 
management. 
— Roger Winter, Langley 

SCIENCE 
Weisskopf, Victor F. Knowledge and 
wonder: the natural world as man 
knows It. Cambridge, Mass., MIT 
Press, 1979. 290pp. paper $5.95. 0-
262-23098-4. 

This is a revised and much updated 
version of the first edition, which I read in 
1965.1 was surprised and refreshed by this 
second reading. Surprised because I never 
realized how many of the ideas presented 
have become part of my basic teaching 
technique, refresned by efficient updating 
that has been done, especially on the 
chemistry chapter. 

I was surprised tha t MIT had republished 
the updated version (originally Doubleday) 
until I read it. Tough basic concepts of force, 
light, the atom, quanta, distance, time, etc., 
are dealt with in a clear, succinct way. It 
could be called "Excellent Ways of Impart
ing Difficult Scientific Ideas to the Non 
Scientific." Provided you can read, you 
quickly grasp these lucid descriptions. 
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This is not a definitive text for the physics 
teacher. However, even these specialists 
will appreciate the way the author relates 
physics to everyday life and the way he 
integrates the concepts covered. Those of 
us who must deal with these ideas without 
being physicists or chemists can get a lot of 
help from this book, especially if we have to 
teach some of these ideas. 

The book covers the following topics: 
Our Place in Space, Our Place in Time, 
Forces, Atoms, the Quantum, Chemical 
Bonds, Molecules, Crystals, the Quantum 
Ladder, Life Evolution. The main thrust is 
that of a physics teacher. 

Weisskopf's style is crisp and lucid. He 
covers many ideas in depth. Diagrams and 
illustrations are nothing to get excited 
about, but they are adequate. 

A good buy tor science teachers at $5.95. 
— G. Morgan, Mill Bay 

SPECIAL EDUCATION 

Fotheringham, John B. Helping the 
retarded child In the elementary 
school years, by John B. Fothering
ham and Joan Morris. Toronto, Guid
ance Centre, 1979. 148pp. paper 
$5.95. 0-7713-0079-4. 

This little book is a treasure-house for 
those seeking specific information on retar
dation. The authors are competent, practi
cal and familiar with the latest in educa
tional methods. In defining what 
retardation is (as well as what it is not), the 
authors make an interesting observation; 
that this label fluctuates widely with differ-" 
ent societal standards. In a simpler agricul
tural society, the demarkation line is at a 
lower level. In our highly technological 
society, the complexities of life make the 
"stupid" tag easier to apply. 

The format of the book makes for easy 
reading. Short chapters, each one conclud
ing with a brief summary, references, and 
suggested readings, help the reader. The 
longest chapter is devoted to specific pro
gram planning materials, ideas and tech
niques, and includes some discussion of the 
desirability of main-streaming vs. special 
and segregated instruction. The authors 
review the basic known causes of retarda
tion, Piaget's outline of child development, 
and useful tests of achievement and ability 
for classroom and resource centre teachers. 
The final chapter on counselling these 
children and their families is excellent, stress 
and the toll it takes are discussed at some 
length. 

There are many more comprehensive 
books, but teachers and administrators who 
have no special background in special 
education would do well to start with this 
book. Understanding the development and 
thinking of a retarded child and his or her 
inability to cope with abstractions is essen

tial for creating feasible programs in both 
behavior modification and basic academic, 
skills. 
— C. LaFortune, Summerland 

Weber, Ken. The teacher Is the key: a 
practical guide for teaching the. ado
lescent with learning difficulties. To
ronto, Methuen, 1982. 166pp. hard 
S14.95. 0-458-95319-5. 

"There must be some means of capturing 
and maintaining their attention without 
using extreme measures. When you find 
out what it is, tell me." 

Ken Weber tells us. His book really is an 
especially practical guide. With humor and 
loving empathy Weber gives us a new view 
of these students whose difficulties with 
their world too often make living with them 
in a classroom a serious difficulty in itself. 
He shares his insight into their troubles and 
the defences they employ against constant 
failure as they struggle to feel right about 
themselves. The key role of the teacher is 
clearly defined. 

Having shown us some of his students — 
most teachers wili recognize at least one — 
Webber then presents a treasure trove of 
ideas for teaching such students in the 
superbly organized materials and methods 
section of his book. A suggestion of the 
contents appears in. the chapter titles: 
"Structuring Skill Development Programs," 
"Structuring Teacher-Directed Lessons," 
"Structuring Group-Discussion Lessons." 

Chapter 9 is one of the most helpful 
presentations to be found on "Teaching 
Efficient Thinking Strategies." Weber tells 
us how these young people with learning 
difficulties think differently and how 
teachers usually see their kind of thinking. 
He follows with a sharing of his rich fund of 
information, proven through years of expe
rience, for really teaching these students to 
think efficiently. Getting started on a task 
instead of the all-to-familiar, "I can't," "I 
won't," "What am I supposed to do?" is an 
interesting and helpful part 

The last chapter, "Establishing Effective 
and Reasonable Classroom Management", 
returns to the author's foundation, theU 
teacher as the key. Throughout the entire 
school the co-operation of all the teachers 
and the administration is essential. Every
one must be committed to helping the 
students to deal more successfully with their 
world. 

Every teachers' library shouid have this 
book. Many individual teachers will want to 
own it. Bright young beginning teachers will 
learn much about teaching students with 
learning difficulties. Experienced teachers 
will find ideas with which they can work and 
will enjoy the book. Short on pages, ii is rich 
in content. 
— Vera MacKay, West Vancouver 

spring 
Break '83 

• Hawaii • Mexico 
• Phoenls 

• Palm Springs 
• Disneyland & 

San Diego 
• Reno • Las Vegas 

Summer 983 
• U.S.S.-R. & Mongolia 

• Korea, Taiwan & 
Hong Kong 

» People's Republic of 
China 

• Europe • Australia 
• New Zealand 
Plus Tours for 

Retired Teachers 
Trans Canal Cruise-Feb. 
• New Zealand/ 

Australia Apr. 

Student Travel 
Ventra h a s years of experience 

making complete travel 
arrangements for student teams, 
clubs, a n d choirs, travelling both 

within C a n a d a and overseas. 
Call us first. 

For information about these 
programmes (or others of your 

choice), please contact the 
professional consultants at Ventra • 

Travel. 
Telephone: 263-1951 
Toll-free line for B.C.: 

112-800-633-3364 
5915 West Boulevard, 

Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3X1 
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THE MYTH OF EDUCATION 

©"Isn't he still the best in the world?" asked 
Alice in exhilarated tones, as hsrold Datsun 
truck roared like a bronchitjc bull over the 
damp and misty Malahat toward Duncan. 

We were listening, or trying to listen, to a 
tape of Elvis Presley's Golden Hits that 
Alice had just bought. But what with the 
competition from the rasping engine and 
the heavy rain drilling, full pelt, on the 
windshield and the incessant squabbling of 
her three ebullient teenage children, 
squashed in behind us, the songs were sort 
of muffled. In fact, they sounded as if you'd 
locked a rock band in the basement, swit
ched on a vacuum cleaner, instituted a riot, 
and then went to stand under the shower, 
while you listened to, or rather for, the 
music. We simply weren't getting the full 
effect. 

But Alice has such a tough life generally 
that I didn't want to darken the rare flash of 
pleasure by pointing out that the fi was so 
far from hi, it was verging on low treachery. 
"Sure is great," I said. 

"Stop that, Oken!" Alice suddenly bel
lowed, arid removing one hand from the 
steering wheel, swung it back with negligent 
grace hard against the forehead of her older 
boy, who, for reasons best known to him
self, had been blowing into his sister's eyes 

i until she screamed. 
"Where was I?" she then said, instantly 

recomposing herself, while Oken's siblings 
chortled with delight at his discomfiture. 
• "Elvis," I reminded her. 

"Oh yes. Pity he's dead. But maybe not. 
It sort of adds something, to think of Elvis 
still singing his songs from out of his grave." < 
. Alice, I should tell you, is always a great 
one for death. It's a favorite topic of conver
sation with her: the death of the family, the 
death of God, the death of literacy, the 
death of the city. She gets more mileage out 
of death than she does from her Kingcab 
truck 

"Will you stop that, Kai!" she yelled at her 
younger boy, who, almost in defiance of the 

laws of human anatomy, was managing to 
kick his brother in the kidneys, while both 
remained seated. Again she swung back the 
punitive hand. But young Kai ducked and 
Alice's knuckles collided with the innocent 
cheekbone of Kiki, her daughter. Howls of 
pain, intensified by a sense of injustice and 
the pure joy of knowing her mother to be 
wrong, clashed with the suave yearning of 
Elvis to be just a teddybear. 

"Don't be such a baby, Kiki," barked 
Alice and then she added to me, "I don't 
know what's wrong with her lately. Off her 
food. Nowhere near as aggressive as she 
usually is. Quite lifeless. I suppose the closer 
a kid gets toward death, the better behaved 
she gets." And she laughed. 

"You've finished your thesis?" I asked. 
"Not quite. I've still a summer session to 

do." 
Alice is quite some lady. She's been 

doing a study of the four major North 
American subcultures—the black, the gay, 
the Chicano, and the Canadian — but in 
addition to that, and holding down a full-
time teaching job, plus coping as â  single 
parent with the needs of Oken, Kai, and 
Kiki, she can still manage, on the weekends 
the kids go over to their father's place, to 
look like one of the Graces out of Botticelli's 
Primavera — the blonde on the right, 
Voluptas, if you'd like me to be exact. 

"I'm just working on the Canadian 
myth," she said. 

"Myth?" 1 asked 
"Yes. The way we see ourselves. You 

know, the virgins of the North, in a land that 
lacks fire. With our souls scoured clean by 
snow and rain, like old unpainted cedar 
bams. You must have seen hundreds of 
those images in Eaton's and Sears and 
Woodward's." 

"Sure I have. Have you done anything 
on education?" 

"Only by the way. In classical mythology 
the teacher is a centaur, you know. Consid
ered only half human. The other half is; 

identifed with a horse, that's to say, the 
student body driven by its blind animality." 

"Mom, I'm going to throw up," wailed 
Kiki from behind. 

Taught by long years of parenting to 
detect an inauthentic ring deep within the 
most urgent-sounding wail, Alice was un
perturbed. "Then don't throw up over me," 
she said. 

Kiki gave a forlorn whimper, arousing in 
me the unfulfilled hope that she might 
actually have died. 

"I've read often enough," I said, "that the 
word education does not come from the 
Latin educere meaning to lead out." 

"That's right. It comes from educare. 

meaning to lead out again and again and 

again. The animal in kids keeps slipping 
back into its den. That's why you need 
endless " ••',< ' 

A sharp squeal from Kai, as Oken casu
ally paid him a punch on his right ear in 
return for the earler kicks in the kidneys, '.yv 
curtailed Alice's etymological discourse. , -
She turned her classic profile and shouted, <; 
"Okay, that's enough from you two. The; 
next one to kick or punch or even touch the'/ 
other gets out and walks, rain or no rain." 

"He kicked me in the first place," sulked 
Oken. 

"Shut it," snarled Alice. "Don't look so 
worried," she then added to me. "This is 
just the way my kids enjoy themselves." . 

The noise behind us subsided into muf
fled grumblings. The truck was starting to 
head downhill, and the rain slackened its 
beatings on the windshield. Elvis's voice 
rose smooth and dark and sweet in the 
comparative silence. "Teach me tonight,": -
he moaned amorously. 

"What do you think of that?" murmured 
Alice. -

There seemed nothing else to do but sing 
along. O 

Geoff Hargreaves, our regular columinist, teaches In 
Cowichan Senior Secondary School. 
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650 Canadian Educational Software 
Programs Available Free Of Charge* 

1 2 binders — fully catalogued & annotated 
' 13 categories — programs now work on all 

standard 40 & 80 column machines including 
the Commodore 64. All programs being 
translated into French. 

• The Commodore 64, the machine that has 
caught the imagination of people throughout 
the world. • 

* Charge lor media material only 

Commodore Supports Education 
AUTHORIZED COMMODORE DEALERS FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA _ ENQUIRIES INVITED 

Conll Computer Systems 
Vancouver. B.C. 
Telephone: 604-32405G5 

: 604-7340606 

Owen & Sons Computer Systems 
Victoria. B.C. 
Telephone: 604-383-7134 

Owen & Sons Computer Systems 
Nanaimo. B.C. 
Telephone: 604-753-4178 

Vulcan Computer Systems 
Langley, B.C. 
Telephone: 604 5308572 

Roberts Computer Systems Ltd. 
Cranbrook, B.C. 
Telephone: 604-426-3305 

Conti Computer Systems 
Kamloops. B.C. 
Telephone: 604-3740404 

Dynamic Computer Center 
Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone: 604 860-7795 

Western Canadian Olllce 
606-1200 West 73rd Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. V6P 6G5 
Telephone: (604) 261-2854 
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WORRIED ABOUT T H E FUTURE? 
Then take an Inside Look at the Latest on 

our SPECIAL R.R.S.P. PLAN 

A N D GET A 1% INTEREST BONUS 
G U A R A N T E E D FOR ONE YEAR! 
(if you deposit before December 31, 1982) 

If you're worried about the future, L O O K into an R.R.S.P. from B . C . Teachers Credit 
Union. 

It makes sense! Interest rates have been declining so the sooner you contribute to your 
B.C.Teachers Credit Union R.R.S.P. Plan, the more money youll make. 

Think about it. In today's economy you want to earn the M O S T money you can. With 
this special R.R.S.P. you will receive 1% more, (guaranteed for one year) if you deposit 
before December 31, 1982. THINK A B O U T Y O U R F U T U R E A N D C O N T R I B U T E 
T O D A Y ! 

R.R.S.P. (Registered Retirement Savings Plan) 
• you earn 1% more 
• there are no fees 
• . easy transfers from other institutions / 
• .^save tax dollars now ••{•• 
• ^:!ast:deposit date for Bonus One Year Term is December 31/82*- i ' ; 

Come on in and talk to your Branch Representative (listed below) about R.R.S.P'S and 
youll get all your questions answered. 

'Take advantage of this special offer until December 31,1982; however, regular 
contributions may be made until March 1, 1983. 

Look Inside the "Basics", a booklet containing everything you need to know. Contact your 
branch representative for a copy. ^ 
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Oakrl\tcr OfTicr 
. Ditrdic KunHs 

W200 O.Uridpc Klii/a !r 
5740.Ca"mh.c Street'*-'̂ j-"-' 
Vancouver. B.C. VSZtfVS' 
Telephone J24-6oSS ^r <-•• 

Victoria Office > 
Suunnr Bremrter 
302.1 Shakespeare St reel 1 

'-Victoria. B.C. 
VHR 4116 

-Telephone; 595r5!5l 

U.B.C. Office 
I Juan Crrelman 
2150 Western I'^rkujy 

. Vancnu\er. B.C. 
V6T IV6 . .. 
Telephone:.224-23M 

Sorrry Office 
Salinder Kandola 
12X23 -9<»ih Avenue 
Surrcv. B.C. 
VJV ftV9 
telephone; 5H1-9S28 

Burnaby Office 
Cece Malonry 

- 4|62 Norland A%cnuc •_> 
Bumjhv. 0 C. • 

• • V5Ci 3SK 
^Telephone: 294-510ft., 


